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ABSTRACT. - We consider weakly coupled analytic expanding circle maps on the lattice Zd (for d 2 l), with 
small coupling strength c and coupling between two sites decaying exponentially with the distance. We study the 
spectrum of the associated (Perron-Frobenius) transfer operators. We give a FrCchet space on which the operator 
associated to the full system has a simple eigenvalue at 1 (corresponding to the SRB measure p* previously 
obtained by Bricmont-Kupiainen [BKl]) and the rest of the spectrum, except maybe for continuous spectrum, is 
inside a disc of radius smaller than one. For d = 1 we also construct Banach spaces of densities with respect to 
pr on which perturbation theory, applied to the difference of fixed high iterates of the normalised coupled and 
uncoupled transfer operators, yields localisation of the full spectrum of the coupled operator (i.e., the first spectral 
gap and beyond). As a side-effect, we show that the whole spectra of the truncated coupled transfer operators (on 
bounded analytic functions) are o(e)-close to the truncated uncoupled spectra, uniformly in the spatial size. Our 
method uses polymer expansions and also gives the exponential decay of time-correlations for a larger class of 
observables than those considered in [BKI]. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
RBsuMB. - Nous considtrons des applications faiblement couplees sur le reseau Zd (pour d 1 l), avec faible 
intensite de couplage t et un couplage decroissant exponentiellement avec la distance entre les sites. Nous Ctudions 
le spectre des opt%ateurs de transfert (Perron-Frobenius) associes. Nous decrivons un espace de Frechet sur lequel 
l’operateur associe au systeme infini possede une valeur propre simple en 1 (correspondant a la mesure SRB ~1~ 
obtenue prectdemment par Bricmont-Kupiainen [BKl]), alors que le reste du spectre, sauf peut-&tre pour du spectre 
continu, est dans un disque de rayon inferieur a un. En dimension d = 1 nous constmisons aussi un espace de 
Banach de densites par rapport a pe sur lequel la theorie de perturbation classique s’applique a la difference entre 
des grands it&es des optrateurs de transfert normalises couples et non couples et nous permet de localiser le spectre 
tout entier de I’operateur couple (meme au-deli de la premiere lacune spectrale). En passant, nous montrons que 
le spectre tout entier des optrateurs de transfert couples tronques (agissant sur des fonctions analytiques bomtes) 
est U(e)-pres du spectre non couple tronqd, uniformement en la taille spatiale. Notre m&bode est basee sur des 
expansions en polymeres et foumit aussi la decroissance exponentielle des correlations temporelles pour une classe 
d’observable plus grande que celle consideree dans [BKl]. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
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Introduction 
In the seventies and eighties, ideas from statistical mechanics have been used to describe 
the statistical properties of finite-dimensional chaotic dynamical systems. In particular, 
uniformly hyperbolic or expanding smooth, discrete- or continuous-time, dynamical systems 
on compact finite-dimensional manifolds M have been showed to admit finitely many (with 
uniqueness in transitive cases) Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen (SRB) invariant probability measures 
b, which are ergodic, and topologically mixing for some iterate of the dynamics. (One 
characteristic property of the SRB measure of a map f is that it is obtained as a weak-limit 
of Birkhoff sums n-l CEri Sfk(Z) for a set of initial conditions z of positive Lebesgue 
measure m. When the SRB measure is unique, for any continuous function cp the averages 
J cp 0 f” dm converge to S cp dh as n + m.) 
In fact, mixing has been shown to occur at an exponential speed for smooth (HGlder) 
observables. This means that there exists 7 < 1 such that for any two HGlder functions 
cp, 1c, : M -+ 43 the so-called correlation function C,,+(n) decays exponentially with rate 
V-, i.e., there is a constant K(cp, $) > 0 so that for all n 2 1 
(0.1) 
More recently, these results have been extended to some nonuniformly hyperbolic 
dynamical systems on finite-dimensional manifolds. We refer to the brief and excellent 
review of Young [Y] for an introduction and recent references. 
One way to study decay of correlations is to associate to the dynamics a Perron-Frobenius 
type transfer operator P acting on a suitable Banach space. In expanding situations, the 
operator acts on densities of absolutely continuous measures like f acts on measures, i.e., 
V’dm = f& > d m , an one shows that the operator has a smooth fixed point (the density 
of the SRB measure), and that the rest of the spectrum is inside a disk of strictly smaller 
radius. It is this spectral gap for the transfer operator which yields exponential decay of 
correlations. Sometimes, part of the spectrum of the operator can be described beyond the 
first gap: one shows that the spectrum consists of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity, at least 
in some peripheral annulus (for the case of expanding analytic maps the operator acting 
on bounded analytic functions is compact, but in more general cases essential spectrum 
is present). These eigenvalues (the Ruelle resonances) are in bijection with poles of the 
Fourier transform of the correlation function, and also with poles of suitable dynamical 
zeta functions or dynamically defined generalised Fredholm determinants (see e.g. the 
survey [B]). 
CoupEed map lattices (CMLs) were first introduced by Kaneko in 1983. For an overview, 
we refer to [K] from which we adapt a definition: CMLs are dynamical systems involving 
interactions (the couplings) between continuous state elements (e.g. points in a manifold) 
evolving in discrete time (the maps) and distributed on a discrete space (the finite or infinite 
lattice). Existence of mixing SRB-type measures for such systems is sometimes referred to 
as space-time chaos (see e.g. [Bu] for a recent review of rigorous and numerical works). 
Mathematical studies of CMLs have mainly been successful when the coupling is weak 
and fastly decaying (see however [J] for recent results on globally coupled maps), and were 
initiated in 1988 by Bunimovich and Sinai [BS], who considered the case where the single 
spin map is one-dimensional and locally expanding, using Markov partitions to study the 
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problem of the existence of a mixing invariant measure (for the infinite lattice system) with 
absolutely continuous densities of finite marginals: the SRB measure. Pesin and Sinai [PSI 
then generalised this setting to the case where local maps are hyperbolic (Anosov) instead 
of expanding. Another model, that of weakly coupled, piecewise monotone and piecewise 
expanding, but non-Markov, interval maps, was analysed by Keller and Ktinzle [KK], who 
worked with functions of bounded variation and obtained existence of the SRB measure, 
but no mixing properties, for the infinite lattice system. Volevich [V] considered the 
case of hyperbolic local maps and proved existence of the SRB measure using statistical 
mechanics techniques. After that, Bricmont and Kupianen [BKl], considering analytic 
expanding circle maps with weak coupling (just like in the present paper), used so-called 
polymer (or cluster) expansion techniques from statistical mechanics to prove existence 
of the SRB measure, and exponential decay of correlation for locally supported analytic 
test functions. (The analogue of the constants K(cp, $) in (0.1) there grows exponentially 
with the size of the “support” of cp, $.) Extending results of Dobrushin-Martirosyan 
and constructing so-called partial high-temperature expansions, Bricmont-Kupiainen then 
obtained the same results [BK2] under weaker assumptions (uniform expansion but finite 
differentiability). Hyperbolic local maps were more recently considered by Jiang [Ji] and 
Jiang-Pesin [JP], who obtained existence of equilibrium states for suitable potentials, with 
exponential decay of time- and space-correlations for locally supported observables (again 
with constants depending on the support of the test function). 
To our knowledge, and despite misleading terminology, uniqueness of SRB states for 
CMLs has only been obtained rigorously up to now in a weak sense, namely restricting 
to spaces of measures whose finite marginals satisfy some regularity condition (see [BK2, 
Def. 2, p. 7151 for a specific example). 
The approach used in [BKl] consists in associating transfer operators to finite truncations 
of the system, and showing via polymer expansions that they have a spectral gap which is 
uniform in the size of the system. Due perhaps in part to the terminology, polymer expansion 
techniques sometimes seem esoteric. The main initial idea in our setting, however, is the 
most natural possible (the difficulties arise later, in the combinatorics, and when obtaining 
the bounds necessary to play with infinite sums): since the single-spin transfer operator 
P can be decomposed as P = Q  + PR, where Q  is the rank-one operator associated 
to the fixed point, and PR has spectral radius strictly smaller than 1, we may write the 
uncoupled operator on a finite A c Zd as 
(0.2) P”~A = $QY + PaRd = c ( @  T,-A bEA\T Qb) ~3 (afT P,R,). 
Now, the coupled dynamics F, can be written in many models as F, = @ , o Fo, where 
F. is the uncoupled dynamics and @ .E is the interaction, i.e., a change of coordinates whose 
truncation to a finite box A c Zd can have an expansion of the form 
(0.3) a c,il = c  
sets S of disjoint 
‘& 4s @  IdA\,,,,s) > 
SCA 
(see Proposition 2 in [BKl, p. 383]), where the operator norms of the 6s satisfy bounds 
involving both the coupling strength E and the coupling decay (see (2.36) below for an 
explicit example). Combining (0.2) and (0.3), we find the following expansion for the nth 
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iterate of the truncated coupled operator Pi”,,: 
(0.4) 1, 
% Sk 
sets of time bonds T sets of spatial sets .v 
Finally, we express (0.4) as a sum over sets of disjoint polymers, polymers being 
connected finite subsets of time-bonds T and spatial subsets S, living at various time levels 
k: in ZdS’. (See Proposition B in Section 2 for such an expansion.) 
We now describe the motivations leading to the present work. With the exception of 
Keller-Ktinzle [KK] (who did not obtain a spectral gap for the infinite system), the above 
mentioned authors did not study the transfer operator associated to the full coupled system 
(acting on measures like (F,),). Note that when the single-site operator P is compact, 
the spectrum of the truncated uncoupled operator P 0,~ = ,F1 P (for finite A C Z”) acting 
(compactly) on the corresponding topological tensor product, is obtained by taking all 
finite products of eigenvalues of P, with multiplicity growing with the cardinality of A, 
except for the eigenvalue 1 which remains simple. One thus expects that the full uncoupled 
spectrum should consist of a simple eigenvalue at 1, together with eigenvalues of infinite 
multiplicity given by products of eigenvalues of P (accumulating only at 0). (This situation, 
where essential spectrum occurs immediately after the first gap, is different from the usual 
finite-dimensional dynamics picture.) The best one can hope for the coupled operator is 
thus to find a Banach space on which, for small enough coupling strength 6, there is a 
simple eigenvalue at 1 and the rest of the spectrum is located O(c)-close to the uncoupled 
spectrum, also beyond the first gap. 
We have carried out the above program for d = 1, and we obtained partial results 
for general d 2 1. We work with the assumptions of Bricmont and Kupiainen in [BKl], 
and our approach is based on their polymer expansion. We have attempted to make the 
present paper as self-contained as possible, by isolating the two main statements we need 
from [BKl] as Proposition A and Proposition B in Section 2 below, by giving references 
whenever we apply “standard’ polymer techniques, and by mentioning, in Lemma I. I, a 
simple but crucial bound for completions of tensor products of analytic functions which 
is implicitly used in [BKl]. 
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 1, we define the setup, recall some results 
on finite-dimensional analytic expanding maps, and prove Lemma 1.1 on completions of 
tensor products of analytic functions. In Section 2.A, we introduce an abstract Frtchet 
space F, which contains in particular representants of all those complex Bore1 measures 
on the full space whose finite marginals have densities with respect to Lebesgue admitting 
bounded analytic extensions to polyannuli of fixed polyradii. In Lemma 2.4 (which is 
proved in Section 2.B by using ideas from [BKl]), we obtain a key uniform exponential 
bound for semi-norms of iterates of the truncated coupled operators. Besides enabling us to 
recover existence of the SRB measure (Theorem 2.6 (I), see also Corollary 2.8 (1)) for small 
coupling (note that our approach does not need the final thermodynamic formalism argument 
used in [BKl, Section 51 to perform the spatial limit), this bound yields exponential decay 
of operational time-correlations (Corollary 2.8 (2)). Note that we are not concerned directly 
with spatial mixing in this paper. Finally, Lemma 2.4 allows us to show that, except maybe 
for continuous spectrum, the spectrum of the coupled operator P, on 3 consists of the 
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simple eigenvalue 1 and a subset of a disc of radius 6 < 1, with K close to the original 
spectral gap if t is small enough. 
In Section 3.A, assuming that d = 1, we introduce new Banach space t? of (bounded) 
functions on the infinite space, which are limits of Cauchy sequences of multidimensional 
Laurent expansions whose coefficients ak satisfy decay conditions depending both on the 
size and on the distance to the origin of the support of the multi-index k (see 3.4)). Working 
with normalised transfer operators l, (for E 2 0) such that (C,cp) bLF = (F,),(cph,), with 
/A~ the SRB measure from Section 2, we are able to show that the difference ,C; - L; 
is small in operator norm for all large enough n (this is done in Lemma 3.3, which is 
proved in Section 3.B, using polymer expansions together with the key Lemma 3.2). After 
proving that the spectrum of the uncoupled transfer operator on 23 is as described above 
(Theorem 3.3 (3)), we deduce from our perturbative lemma the desired localisation of 
the spectrum of L, in Theorem 3.3 (4). (Applicability of perturbation theory does not 
contradict the fact that the coupled and uncoupled SRB measures are in general mutually 
singular, since .C, acts on densities with respect to hE for each t > 0.) Since the finite 
A versions of the Banach space are just bounded analytic functions in the polyannulus 
(with our Banach norm equivalent to supremum, but with constants growing exponentially 
with ]A]), we prove stability of the spectrum of the compact truncated operators L,.lz and 
PC,* as a side-effect (Theorem 3.3 (1)). Finally, exponential decay of time correlations 
(Corollary 3.5) is obtained for observables in 8. The bounds in Section 3 often use results 
and techniques described in Section 2. 
While we were finishing writing the present paper, results of T. Fischer and H.H. Rugh 
on weakly coupled expanding analytic circle maps [FR] were brought to our attention. 
Combining the simpler polymer expansion introduced by Maes and van Moffaert in [MM] 
together with a new kernel representation of the truncated Perron-Frobenius operators 
(which avoids the exponential growth for the topological tensor product embeddings 
in Lemma 1.1 below), they construct a Banach space of observables on which the 
(unnormalised) transfer operators associated to the full coupled systems have a uniform 
gap. (Their Banach space is the subset of those vectors in our Frechet space of Section 
2 which have exponentially bounded growth of semi-norms ]l~]l~, for a well-chosen 
rate.) Their analysis, which (just as ours) relies heavily on the analytic properties of the 
local dynamics, works for any spatial dimension d > 1. However, they do not study the 
spectrum of the operator beyond the first gap. 
1. Weakly coupled analytic circle maps: definitions and preliminaries 
Let y > 1, and f : S1 + S1 be a real analytic locally y-expanding circle map (i.e., 
Il~J~ll 2 ~lbll for all z E Si and all VJ E TzS1). Assume to fix ideas that f is 
orientation preserving. It is well-known (see, e.g., [KS]) that such a map f admits a unique 
invariant Bore1 probability measure ~0 on S1 which is absolutely continuous with respect 
to Lebesgue measure m, with positive and analytic density h. 
For U c C a bounded connected open set, we write IFI for the Banach space of 
functions analytic in U with a bounded extension to u, endowed with the supremum norm. 
For 0 < Q  < 1 the open annulus {z E C 1 1 - Q : < Iz] < l/(1 - cy)} is denoted by D(Q). 
For 7~ 2 1, we write D(a)” = D(a) x.. . x D(N) for the corresponding polyannulus in C”. 
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Let 0 < (~1 < oa < 1 be fixed small enough such that each of the (finitely many) local 
inverse branches of f extends to D(ao) and maps the closure of D(cr~) into D(oi). From 
now on, we fix such 0 < al < (Y < a0 < 1 (in Proposition A we will modify them slightly 
in order to take the coupling into account), use the notation 
(1.1) D = D(a) 
and continue to write f for the complex extensions of f. In fact, the density of ,u~ is the 
restriction to S1 of the unique fixed point (denoted also by h) of the transfer operator 
P : Y-l(D) + ‘FI( D) defined by 
(1.2) 
Note that 
(1.3) 
(Pp)(x) = c A!&. 
yED WY) 
.f(y)=a 
for all $, cp E C(S1), where C(S1) is the set of continuous (complex valued) functions on 
S1. Thus the dual of the restriction of P to functions on the circle preserves Lesbesgue 
measure. 
For further use, we recall some properties of P (see [Rul], [Ma]): it is a compact 
operator with spectral radius equal to 1, a simple eigenvalue at 1 (for the eigenfunction 
h), and no other eigenvalues of modulus 1. In particular, the nonzero eigenvalues of P 
form an at most countable set 
(1.4) c = sp (P) = {po = l} u {pi 1 i > 1). 
We set 
(1.5) /cl = sup{ ]Z] 1 Z E c > Z # 1) < 1. 
The infinite-dimensional spaces on which our dynamics takes place are the spaces 
(1.6) X=n S’,D=n D, 
L” B” 
(where d 2 l), endowed with the product topology and the Bore1 a-algebra inherited from 
S1, respectively D. The uncoupled lattice map F : X + X is defined by 
(1.7) F=$.f: i.e., F(x)i = f(xi). 
For any nonempty A c Zd, we write ]A] for the cardinality of A, and we set 
(1.8) 
Each of the finitely many inverse branches of F.4 extends to 2)~. 
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The coupling map QF : X --t X is taken as in [BKl]: 
(1.9) 
where t > 0 is a small coupling parameter, each Se : D x D -+ 43 is analytic and bounded 
on D x D such that its restriction to S1 x S1 is real valued, and there are C > 0 and 
X > 0 so that 
Finally, the coupled lattice map F, : X -+ X is defined by 
(1.11) F,=Q,oF. 
Note that F0 = F. By definition, an Fe-invariant Bore1 probability measure p on X is 
called an SRB measure if all its marginals on the finite tori X, are absolutely continuous 
with respect to Lebesgue measure. (See also Corollary 2.8 (1) below.) 
We end with a useful preliminary result on topological tensor products of spaces of 
analytic functions, which is certainly classical, but for which we found no reference (the 
computation was pointed out to us by H.H. Rugh). If 23 is a Banach space, we write 2%~ 
for the norm completion of the topological tensor product, see e.g. [Tr]. 
LEMMA 1.1. - For any 0 < a’ < cI1 and any n 2 1, we have 
(1.12) FqD(a)“) c &7qD(a’)). 
The 3-1(0(a)“) and &“=,‘F1(D(ol’)) norms of cp E %(D(cy)“) are related by 
(1.13) 
Note that the inclusion 
(1.14) ei~~“=,x(D(a’)) c 7-@(d)“), 
Proof of Lemma 1.1. - We may assume that J]~J]~(n(n)TI~ = 1. Writing I’; = 
{W E 43 I IwI = 1 - a}, I’: = {w E C I Iw( = (1 - a)-‘}, and I?, = I’; U I’: for the 
boundary of the annulus D(a), the Cauchy formula gives the following tensor product 
decomposition (the Kronecker delta is denoted by S(U, u)) for ‘p: 
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Each 
is in @iX(D(cr’)), with supremum bounded by (( 1 - a)/(1 - o’))zv ICI. We thus find 
as claimed. 0 
Remark 1.2. - As an easy consequence of Lemma 1.1, we find that if Qi, i = 1, . . . , n,, 
are bounded operators on ‘H(D(o’)), then for all cp E 3-I(D(n)“) 
If we make the stronger assumption that the Q: : ‘H(D(a’)) + IFI(D(cu)), i = 1,. . in, 
are bounded operators for some 0 < N’ < o, with operator norm ]]Q: 11, then for all 
0 < a’ < a” 5 u and all cp E X(D(a)“) 
Remark 1.3. - Modulo technical complications (related in particular to our use of Laurent 
coefficients in Section 3), our results should apply to real analytic locally y-expanding 
transformations (y > 1) of compact connected real analytic Riemann manifolds. 
2. Spectrum on a FrCchet space of observables 
2.A Preliminaries and statements 
In this section we describe the spectrum of the coupled transfer operator P, associated 
to F, on a FrCchet space F (see e.g. [Yo] for the spectral theory of linear operators on 
complex linear topological spaces, in particular FrCchet spaces). To define F, we need 
more notation. For any finite nonempty A c Zd we write ‘FI* for ‘X(D*) (the polyannulus 
DA = D,(o) was defined in (1.8)). By definition, X0 is identified with C. Let m denote 
normalised Lebesgue measure on S ‘. For any finite non-empty A c Zd write rn“ for the 
probability measure @aElkmr and 1‘1 for the continuous operators defined on each ‘HA’ 
(which A’ is being considered will be clear from the context) with A c A’ finite by 
(2-l) 
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For any non-empty A c A’ C Zd, we denote by 7ri’ the canonical projection 
(2.2) It’ . TA . D‘,2’ 4 D* , 
writing also 7r,t’ for the restriction 7ri’ IX,, : X,, -+ X,. (If A’ = Zd we just write 7r,\.) 
DEFINITION 2.1. - Let 3 be the space of families 
(2.3) cp = (cp~ E ‘FI* 1 A = 0 or A = [-p,pld c Zd, p E Z’), 
such that for any finite square boxes A c A’ in Zd, we have 
(2.4) cPnlx* = ~h’\hh’)lX* = .I’ 
(pA, dm,“‘\” . 
,?,;‘\A 
The topology of 3 is generated by the (countable) family of semi-norms 
(2.5) 
indexed by all finite square boxes A c Zd, together with the empty set A = 0. An element 
cp of 3 is called locally supported if there exists a finite A such that cp~~ = (PA o ~2’) for 
all finite boxes A’ > A, and the smallest such A is the support of cp. (We then frequently 
write cp~ instead of cp, slightly abusing notation.) 
We now verify that 3 is a FrCchet space: Consider a Cauchy sequence Y(‘) E 3, i.e., 
for any finite A c Zd and any 5 > 0, there is No(A) E N so that for all 1, Ic > No we 
have ]]&1) - v(‘“) ]I* < C. Since ‘Ft* is a Banach space we find that pi) -+ cpI1 E ‘FI*. 
Since, for all 1 and all finite A c A’, we have (zng)lx* = JX ,,,,* cpi? Ix,,, dm”‘\‘l, we get 
(2.4) by passing to the lim it. 
Let M  be the space of (finite) complex Bore1 measures on X (see, e.g., [DS] or [R] for 
definitions). If v E M, we write vh = (T*)*v for its marginal on X, for any A c Zd, and 
vg for its mass ~0 = V(X) E C. A complex Bore1 measure v on X can be represented by 
the family VA of its marginals on X, for all finite square boxes A c Zd, by definition of 
the product topology. By a slight abuse of notation, we write 3 II M  for the vector space 
of those v E M  for which each v A, with A finite, is absolutely continuous with respect to 
Lebesgue measure m* on X,, with an analytic density which can be extended to a function 
cp,\ E ?f* (condition (2.4) is automatically satisfied). Any locally supported cp E 3 is in 
3 n M, but the space 3 n M  is not complete (see Remark 2.2 below). Note that cp E 3 
defines an element of M  if and only if there is a constant C > 0 with JX, 1~~1 dm* 5 C 
for all finite A. (Use the Riesz representation theorem which says that complex measures 
are the dual space to continuous functions on the compact metrisable space X.) 
Remark 2.2. - The FrCchet space 3 is quite large and in particular not a subset of M. 
Assuming d = 1 for simplicity, here is an example of a Cauchy sequence in 3: 
min(e,p) 
(2.6) cpf-) = 1, @ ;,,l(+, . . . ,zP) = n 
j=- min(t,p) 
(2sin(z) + 1). 
Each vce) corresponds to the marginal of a (finite) signed measure on X, with total 
variation J,y,mt,ll [v(e)1 dm [-e8l > (3/2)2e. The lim it of the sequence is not associated to a _ 
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finite signed measure on X. Since the total variation does not seem to be easily controllable 
(see in particular Lemma 2.4) we work with the abstract space 3. 
For small E > 0, we will next define PE on 3 such that its restriction to 3 n M is 
the usual Perron-Frobenius-Ruelle transfer operator of F,, i.e., for p E 3 n M and each 
Bore1 set E c X we will have 
(2.7) (P+)(E) = ((F&L)(E) = dF,-lE) 
The uncoupled operator 
We define the uncoupled transfer operator ?c on 3 by setting (Pa(p),1 = p,t(cp,l) for 
each finite box A C Zd, where 
(2.8) 
It is easy to see that Pacp E 3 (i.e., satisfies (2.4)) if cp E 3. To check that the 
definition of Pa is compatible with (2.7), let cp = v E 3 n M (VA = PA m* on X.4, 
with density (PA E ‘HA). We need to check that ((Fo),v)A = (Pop)Am“ for each finite 
box A c Z which will also prove that PO : M n 3 --f M n 3. This is clear since for 
any $ E C(XA) we have: 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (Uncoupled spectrum). 
(1) The operator PO : 3 -+ 3 is bounded. 
(2) The nonzero spectrum of PO : 3 + 3 consists of the set 
(2.10) c-=ll)UIP=fipi, Im>l,l#peEC}. 
e=1 
with C as in (1.4). Furthermore, 1 is a simple eigenvalue, and the other elements of C, 
are (isolated) eigenvalues of injinite multiplicity. 
For A c Zd we write ha = BaGAh, where h is the density for the one-dimensional 
SRB-measure with respect to normalised Lebesgue measure introduced in Section 1. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. - (1) Our choice of 0 < cyi < a < QO implies that the 
single-site operator P : N(D(ai)) -+ fi(D(a)) is bounded. Fix a finite A C Z”. Since 
PA = @AP we see by applying Remark 1.2 that there is a constant C > 0 so that 
(2.11) IIPA'PAIIHA I @‘IIvAIIR‘~ j 
for all VA E 7-t”. This proves that the operator pa : 3 -+ 3 is continuous. 
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(2) For any finite A c Zd, the operator PA acting on 7-1* is compact (this follows e.g. 
from Montel’s theorem). One can show (for example by using the associated Fredholm 
determinants, see [Rul, Ru2]) that the nonzero spectrum CA of PA consists of the simple 
eigenvalue 1, together with isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity at all points 
(2.12) 
with the pie E C, at least one of them different from 1. It follows in particular that the 
nonzero spectrum of PA is contained in the spectrum of PA, whenever IAl 5 ]A’]. Note 
that, although the multiplicity of any given eigenvalue p # 1 of the form (2.12) increases 
with ]A(, there is for any fixed K > 0 some e(6) > 1 so that the sets 
(2.13) CA,>K = (2 E CA 1 JZI > K> 
are identical for all finite A with ]A] > e(6). 
Clearly, 1 is an eigenvalue for 7’0 (with eigenfunction @zdh E F fl M). We next show 
that any p of the form (2.12) is an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity of ‘PO. Let & E X(D), 
e = l,..., 1 Al, be a fixed family of eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalues pie 
appearing in the decomposition (2.12) of p. Then it is easy to check that for any numbering 
je of the points in A, the function $A defined by 
(2.14) 
satisfies PA4n = ~4~. If II, is the locally supported element of F associated to $*, we have 
‘po$ = p$, and we may generate an infinite dimensional eigenspace for PO corresponding to 
the eigenvalue p by acting on II, with spatial translations of Zd. Generalised eigenfunctions 
(that is, (p - Po)~(P = 0 for some k 1 2) can be treated similarly. 
To prove that 1 is a simple eigenvalue and that PO does not have anything else in 
its spectrum, we shall need the following consequence of the above-mentioned spectral 
properties of PA. For any K > 0 such that C, contains no element of modulus K, 
and for any finite A c Zd, writing RA,.+ for the spectral projection corresponding to 
{.z E sp (PA) I ]zI < K}, the spectral radius formula says that there is C(A) > 1 so that 
(2.15) IIP;%<r;~~117-1~ I C(A) ten IIa&~ > 
for all n > 0 and all cp~ E IFI”. Write QA,,n = Id - RA,<, for the complementary 
(finite rank) projection, and define continuous operators R,, and Q,K on -T by 
(‘%,cph = RA,+PA and CL = Id - %, or equivalently (Q,,cp)~ = QA,,~(P.I. 
We have ‘R’$, = I&, (since Ri <n = RA,<, for all finite A) and QtK = &&. 
Also R<nQ>n = Q,nR<n = 0. (We check similarly that PoQ,n = C&PO and thus 
POR,, = R<,Po.) It follows that the spectrum of PO on T is a subset of the union 
of the spectra of PO& and PoRc,. Indeed, for z in the intersection of the resolvent 
sets of PoQ,K and PoR,, 
(2.16) (2 - PO)-’ = (z - PoR<pR<, + (z - Poe>,)-‘e,, . 
We shall prove that the spectrum of PoR,, is a subset of the disc of radius IC, and that the 
spectrum of PoQ,K is composed of the simple eigenvalue 1 together with eigenvalues of 
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infinite multiplicities in the set Cm,>K. \ (1) where Cm,>n = {z E C, / IzI > K}. Since 
n > 0 is arbitrarily small, this will prove the second claim of Proposition 2.3. 
To show that the spectrum of ?“R,, is contained in the disc of radius pi, we find 
for any 1,~ > 6, using (2.15) for each finite A, a convergent Neumann series for the 
A-semi-norm of the resolvent: 
(2.17) 
We now describe the spectrum of PO Q>%. For each fixed finite A c Zd, the operator 
PAQn,>% is a finite rank operator with spectrum in CA,>~. Therefore, for z $ CA,>~ the 
resolvent (2 - PAQh,>n) -’ is a bounded operator on ‘H”, with norm say C,(A). Since 
(PQ,Kcp)~ = PAQA,>~(PA, we have for any 2 $ G.=,M 
proving that (2 - PG?,,)- ’ is a continuous operator on 3. Simplicity of the eigenvalue 
1 follows from the fact that for 6l < IE. < 1 we have Q.A,>~(P~I = h,k s p,i dm“, so that 
(&J>&cp)~ = hi . s (PA dm’l, showing that Q>& is rank one. 0 
The coupled operator 
We now define P, : Dom(Pe) -+ Y-‘, where the domain of PC is the dense vector 
subspace of locally supported elements of F’. For any finite A C Zd, we define a cutoff 
(of open boundary condition type) of F, on X,: 
where Gp,,~ is defined by (1.9) such that the sum is only over j E A. Each map FF,I1 
is analytic. Let P,J be the transfer operator associated to Fe,.&, which we view first as 
acting on functions defined on X,: 
(2.20) 
Clearly, 1~ is an eigenfunctional of the dual of PC,,\ acting on Radon measures on X,. 
We shall need the following result of Bricmont and Kupiainen (which implicitly uses 
(1.19)): 
PROPOSITION A [BKl, Proposition 2, Remark p. 3841. - If 0 < QO < 1 is such that 
each local inverse branch off maps the closure of D(CYO) into its interior, then for any 
0 < a < CQ there is ~0 > 0 (which depends on X as defined in (1. lo), so that if 0 5 E < 60 
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there is 0 < a’I < a such that for any finite A c Zd, the operator P+ may be extended 
to a bounded operator on Ii* = ‘Ft(D*(a)), and, in fact, to a bounded operator from 
7-@7&‘)) to 3-l(n+>>. 
We assume in the sequel that 0 5 e < EO and 0 < a’ < a are as in the above Proposition 
(strenghtening the condition introduced before (1.1)). We now state our main bound, which 
will be proved in Subsection 2.B using cluster expansions. 
LEMMA 2.4 (Main Frechet bounds). - Let 0 < a’ < Q! and 0 5 E < e. be as in 
Proposition A. For a finite square box A’ c Zd let PE,Al be the operator associated to 
the cutoff map F+I. 
(1) There is 0 < ~1 < EO such that if 0 5 e < 61 then for all finite boxes A’, PE,A, 
acting on IFIA’ has a simple fixed function S&J,, whose restriction to XA, is positive. (We 
normalise I&AI so that ZAI&JI = 1.) 
(2) Let R+t = Id - QE,*l, where QE,*i~ = S2,,~r l~tcp is the projection onto the one- 
dimensional eigenspace of PE,A, for the eigenvalue 1. For any IF, > ~1 (defined by (1.5)) 
there are C > 0 and 0 < ~2 < ~1 such that for all 0 5 E < ~2, all cp E 3, all n 2 0, 
and all finite boxes A C A’ c Z 
(2.21) IIP~~,,&,~+~IIA I ~n~C’A’ll~Il~~ > 
(where Il$nf I/A is dejned to be 111 ~,\AI/JAI I*); also, there exists 1 > 0 such that for all finite 
boxes A C Al C A” C Zd, writing d(A, B) for the distance between two subsets of Zd, 
(2.22) IIW .&,A~ @  1 au\A,) - P$,, R,,&*u Ilh < e-Ld(A,rd’A’)eCIA~~nll~ll;\), . 
Remark 2.5. - It is important that the exponential factor in Lemma 2.4 (2) is eClhl 
and not ecII1’1 or eCIA”I as in [BKl, (43) and (47) p. 3881. Lemma 2.4 in some sense 
combines both Propositions 5 and 6 in [BKl]. Note that in Lemma 2.4 cl and e2 depend 
on A (similarly as in Proposition A). 
We may now state and prove (using Lemma 2.4) the main result of Section 2: 
THEOREM 2.6 (Coupled operator on Frechet space: first gap). - Let 0 < Q’ < a be as in 
Proposition A, n > ~1, and 0 L: E < ~2 be as in Lemma 2.4. For each$nite box A’ c Zd 
let PE,~l be the operator associated to the cutoff map FE+,,. 
(1) There is h, E 3 fl M  such that each (h,)A restricted to X, is positive with integral 
1, and such that the corresponding Bore1 measure pE on X is an FE-invariant probability 
measure. The measure hLE is thus an SRB measure for F, : X + X. 
(2) For any locally supported cp E 3 and each finite box A, the lim it 
(2.23) (P,(p)*lx* = ,I$ / 
XA,\A 
(p&PA’)IX~ dmh’Y 
(where the A’ + Zd are finite square boxes) exists and extends to an element of KA. The 
coupled transfer operator P, defined by (2.23) on Dom(PE) c 3, the vector space of 
locally supported cp E 3, is consistent with (2.7). If a, is a $nite range coupling, that 
is, if there exists M  < 00 such that gt = 0 for 1 2 M  (see (1.9)), then P, extends to a 
continuous operator on 3. 
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(3) The spectrum of the linear operator P, (with domain locally supportedfunctions in 3) 
outside of the disc of radius K consists of the simple eigenvalue at 1, and maybe continuous 
spectrum (i.e., no other eigenvalues and no residual spectrum). 
Remark 2.7. - The coupled operator ‘PC does not seem to be closable (see e.g. [Yo] for 
definitions) in general. Also, it is not clear in general that the spectrum of P, on 3 is 
contained in the unit disc (or in any other finite disc). Note finally that we do not make 
claims about possible continuous spectrum of PF. In fact, even if we were able to show 
that the spectrum of P, is composed of the simple eigenvalue 1 together with a subset of 
a disc of radius 6 < 1, this would not be a priori helpful to obtain stronger statements 
e.g. on decay of correlations. Indeed, the existence of a Neumann series for an operator 
only makes sense in general in the context of Banach spaces. (The uncoupled situation 
of Proposition 2.3 was somewhat different, since we could control the semi-norm of the 
image by the same semi-norm for the pre-image, see e.g. (2.15)) 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. - For finite A c Zd, we use the notations F>,, P,l, &a, R.4, and 
01* from the statement of Lemma 2.4, omitting the reference to E. 
(1) Using the case n = 0 of (2.22) for all finite A c Z and each locally supported 
‘p E 3, we see that both limits lim.l,,r (R,tfcp)n and lim,~,,r (Q*/(P)* exist. The notation 
Rjytcp is a shorthand for R~rcp,\~ = R,\! ((~~1, or;:), with A, the support of cp and A, c A’. 
We may therefore, on the one hand, define a linear operator R,, whose domain is the 
locally supported elements of 3, by 
(2.24) 
(one easily sees that (2.4) is satisfied for R,cp) and, on the other, define h, E 3 (again, 
(2.4) is easily checked) by 
(2.25) 
(Note that (O*,)* does not coincide with 62* in general.) Clearly, the restriction of (he)* 
to X* is a positive function with integral 1 with respect to m*. Thus, h, defines a Bore1 
probability measure pF on X, the densities of the A-marginals of which are in K” by 
construction. 
It is easy to check that the probability measures b2*mZd converge weakly to pE as 
A + Zd. Since $ o FA o r A converges to 11, o F, as A + Zd in the supremum norm, for 
any continuous locally supported function $ on X, we find 
(2.26) 
(The double limit can be replaced by a limit along the diagonal sequence.) Since locally 
supported functions are dense in C(X), /I~ is FE-invariant and therefore an SRB measure. 
(2) It follows from (2.22) for rz = 1 that the limit lim*+Zd PnRA(p exists in 3 for any 
locally supported cp in 3. Decomposing PA = PARA + O*Z*, and using the results from 
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the first part of the proof, we see that the limit (2.23) exists as claimed for any locally 
supported function, defining PEP,. Property (2.7) is easily verified. 
Assume now that the coupling is finite range. Then, for all finite A c Z, all 1c, E C(X*), 
and all Y E 3 II M 
where RI = {u E Z 1 ({},$) < M}. Th us, using (2.7) and the definition of Pt,.tI, we see 
that for any locally supported cp and any finite square box A 
Since locally supported elements are dense in 3, this proves the claimed continuity of P,. 
(3) The operator &j, defined on locally supported elements of 3 by &?, = Id - R,, 
or equivalently ( Q ,cp)n = lim*, +rd(Q,,,(~)~, satisfies &I& = h, . ~0. Therefore, both &, 
and R, can be extended to continuous operators on the whole space 3, since for any finite 
square box A we have llQEvll~ 5 II~ll0~ Ilhcll,t. M oreover, we set P, h, to be h, (according 
to (2.7)), so that P,Q, = Q , = C&P,, where the last equality is valid for locally supported 
cp. We define P, of R,cp for locally supported cp by linearity, i.e., P,‘R, = P, - Q ,. Clearly, 
lirnA,+rd (PA, Raj (p)* = ( P,R,c~)~ for all locally supported cp and all finite square A c Z . 
Clearly Q : = &,, thus Rz = R, and R,&?, = Q ,R, = 0. Since P,Q, = Q ,P, we find 
P,R, = R,Pc on locally supported cp. Using a decomposition of the form (2.16), we see 
that the spectrum of P, is a subset of the spectra of the rank one operator P,Q, (which 
has 1 as a simple eigenvalue, for the eigenfunction h,) and the linear operator P,R,. Thus, 
it suffices to check that for any IzI > K the operator z - PER, has a continuous inverse 
with domain containing the dense subset of 3 formed by locally supported functions. 
Let 1.~1 > IC, and let cp be supported in some finite A,. For any finite A and all finite 
A’ containing both A and A, we get from (2.21) 
(2.29) 
Applying now (2.22) for general n (which shows in particular that ll(Pt,R~t - P~R,)cpllA 
< fcneCJAIIIpllA, f or ar - 1 g e enough A’ and all n), we have that 
(2.30) nll~llA~ I wwfllA, > 
which gives the claim. 0 
The last result of this section also follows from the key bound in Lemma 2.4 (see 
[BKl] for similar results): 
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COROLLARY 2.8 (Approach to equilibrium and operational correlations). - Fix K > ~~ 
and let 0 5 E < ~2 with Q(K) given by Lemma 2.4. 
(1) For any continuous function cp : X -+ C, then 
(2.31) lim 
J’ 
cp o F<; dmEd = 
n+cx! .I 
cP&c. 
(2) There is C > 0 such that for any locally supported cp E 3 with support A,,,, 
any $ E 3for which $ = lim*,,r d (~AJ I.Y~,, ) defines a continuous function on X and 
C+ = supAt [/$~[[a/ < 00, and all n 2 0 
(2.32) I/ (‘p o F,“)$dm@ - / qd,uL, I’ $drn@I 5 eC~A&nC~ l,,, I~n,IdmA~ . 
x . . Y * x P 
Our bounds also give an exponential decay similar to (2.32) for functions cp E T for 
which there are C, > 0 and u > C (with C > 0 as in Corollary 2.8 (2)) such that for any 
finite A c A’ c Zd we have supXIz, I~AI - (PAI 5 CPe+‘lhl. 
An alternative to the approach in [BKl] to study the decay of usual correlations 
would be to work with a normalised transfer operator ,!Z, obtained by taking limits of the 
normalised operators L+I where DetDF,,n I in (2.20) is replaced by the Jacobian of FE,*/ 
with respect to its SRB measure &~m*‘. (Then LE,A, fixes the constant function 1 on 
VA, .) The analogue of Lemma 2.4 for the truncated normalised operators LE,* should hold 
and would yield the same decay for (2.33) as for (2.32) (with cp, $ as in Corollary 2.8 (2)). 
Note that our results (for d = 1) in Section 3 imply exponential decay of (2.33) with 
uniform rate 6, close to fil if E is small enough, for continuous II, : X + 43 and cp in a 
Banach space of functions containing locally supported functions. 
Proofofcorollary 2.8. - We prove (2) (the first claim follows by setting $ = 1 together 
with a density argument). In the notation of Lemma 2.4, we have (using the local support 
property of cp to get the third equality and (2.21) in Lemma 2.4 (2) to get the last line): 
(2.34) 
I? cp o Fp)ll, dmZd - 1 cP& 1 4dmzdl 
JX 
= lim 
A’+Zd 
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2.B Proof of the main bound via cluster expansions 
This subsection is devoted to a proof of Lemma 2.4. We first setup the cluster expansion 
machinery (which will also be used in Section 3). 
We recall some definitions from [BKl]. Let S be the set of finite spacelike sets in Z x Z, 
that is, 2 E S is of the form 2 = Y x {t} for some finite Y c Z and some t E Z. Let B 
be the set of timelike bonds in Z x Z, that is, b E I3 is of the form b = {(a, t), (a, t + l)} 
for some a E H and t E Z. The support of a subset of S U I3 is the union of its elements 
(the support is a subset of Z x Z). A subset of S U B is connected if it can not be written 
as a union of two non-empty subsets (of S U f?) such that the intersection of their supports 
is empty. A polymer y is a finite connected subset of S U D such that all the spacelike sets 
are pairwise disjoint. We write B(r) for the set of timelike bonds in y and Z(y) for the 
set of spacelike sets in y. The support of a polymer y is denoted by “J and two polymers 
are disjoint, if their supports do not intersect. 
For 2 c Zd and [ > 0 (which will be related below to the constant X in (1.10)) we 
shall use the notation 
(2.35) T(Z, <) = c edT’ ) 
T(Z) 
where the sum is over all trees in 2, i.e., trees in R” with set of vertices equal to 2 and 
edges straight line segments between the vertices (an intersection of segments not in 2 is 
not viewed as a vertex), a tree being represented by the set of its edges, and 171 = CIEr (II 
is the length of the tree 7, that is, the sum of the lengths of the edges of 7. (All our 
trees are connected and nonempty.) 
The notation EI is used in Sections 2.B and 3.B to denote a function Z(E) > 0 which 
goes to zero as E -+ 0, and C denotes a generic positive constant which may vary from 
place to place, even within the same equation. 
Let r8 and rTt be the projections onto the space and time components of Zd x Z, 
respectively. We start by an ancillary combinatorical lemma (see [BKl, (66-67), p. 3931): 
LEMMA 2.9. - For each 6 2 0, let V = V, be a real and positive-valuedfinction, defined 
on the set of all polymers y in Zd x Z, such that for some [ > 0 and some 0 < ,B < 1 
there exists C > 0 such that 
(2.36) Vc(-y) 5 CpB(r)’ n w7y.q I) , VT. 
ZEZ(-/) 
Then there exists C > 0 such that for all small enough E, all finite A’ c Z, a k A’, 
and to E Z 
(The constants e and /3 will be related to the coupling decay X and the single-spin 
spectral gap K~, respectively.) 
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Proof of Lemma 2.9. - We start with some useful estimates. Let 1 . 1 be a norm in Z. 
Notice that, if < > 0, then 
(2.38) 
for some constant C > 0 (which depends on < and the choice of the norm 1 . I), since 
the corresponding integral converges. 
We want to find an upper bound for 
(2.39) c P’T(.z, I) > 
“E’mp 
where a is an arbitrary point of Z and i > 0 is small. We estimate this sum by first fixing 
the number (n + 1) of points in 2 and numbering the points so that a has number 0, then 
fixing a(n abstract) tree in the set (0, . . , n} (denoted by r a G,+i, where G,+i is the 
full graph of n + 1 points), summing over all possible n locations of the vertices different 
from a of a (concrete) tree representing T in Z, and finally summing over all trees and over 
the n vertices different from a. Note that since we number the points of 2, the same set 
appears (121 - l)! times. Using (2.38) in the second inequality and Cayley’s theorem [W, 
Theorem 10a p. 501 (which says that the number of distinct labelled trees with m vertices 
is mm-’ < P(m - l)! f or some c > 0) in the third inequality, we obtain that 
n+ln! < CE. _ , 
where r(a,ji,. . . , jn) is a representative of T such that a, ji, . . . , j, are the locations of 
its vertices in 7. In the same way we see using [S, Lemma V.7.5 p. 4561 that for any 
natural number p 
(2.41) c Izy~lz’T(z, I) L Gp!. 
“hZ 
Next we estimate the sum 
(2.42) c V(Y) > 
where (a, t) is an arbitrary point of 7 d+l The graph associated to a polymer y is the . 
abstract graph with vertices Z(y) and set of edges the set of vertical lines which are 
chains of time bonds B(y). By definition, a tree polymer y’ in Zd x Z is a polymer whose 
graph is a (connected) tree. We may associate to each polymer y such that (a, t) belongs 
to a spacelike set of y a (nonuniquely defined) tree polymer y’ whose set of edges is a 
subset of the vertical lines (i.e., chains of bonds) of y, and whose set of vertices is the 
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spacelike sets 2 of y. If y is a polymer with (a, t) belonging to a time-bond of y but to 
no spacelike set of y, we associate to y a tree polymer whose set of edges is a subset of 
the vertical lines of y containing the chain of bonds ZC,,~J on which (a, t) lies, and whose 
set of vertices is Z(y) supplemented with the endpoint(s) of ZC,,~). Let y’(y) denote the set 
of tree polymers associated to y. We bound the sum over all polymers y associated with 
the same tree polymer y’ by noting that from each point of each 2 there may be a line 
going upwards or/and downwards or no line at all. So we replace the complicated sum of 
all possible sets of bonds by the product of simple sums, taking into account the fact that 
we can choose as the representative of an edge in y’ a vertical line connecting (b, ti) E Zi 
to (b, tj) E 2, for any pair of such points. Fixing an arbitrary ,8 < ,8 < 1, we have: 
Consider first those polymers so that (a, t) belongs to a spacelike set of y. To obtain an 
upper bound for their contribution to the sum (2.43), we fix the number of vertices in a(n 
abstract) labelled tree, then choose one such tree 7, numbering the vertices in such a way 
that the fixed point (a, t) belongs to a set 2 representing vertex number 0, and finally sum 
over all tree polymers y’ which represent the tree 7 (denoted by y’ - r), that is, 
Next we sum over vertices, that is, over all Z’s in y’, and over the lengths of the lines 
in y’, by stripping the tree T vertex by vertex. This means that we start from a vertex 
with degree one, which we may assume to be different from vertex 0 (since there are at 
least two vertices of degree one in a tree with at least two vertices), and which we call 
vertex number 7~ by renumbering the vertices. Then the location of the line connecting n 
to another vertex (say j = j(n)) fixes one point (a,, tn) in Zd+’ (we may thus use (2.40) 
to bound the sum over all representatives 2, of this vertex). Next we sum over the length 
1, of this line. We will multiply this sum by 2, since t, < tjcn) or t, > tjcn). Thus we take 
into account all possible values of t,. Now we have a stripped tree which has one vertex 
less than the tree we started with. If the stripped tree has at least two vertices, we choose 
again a vertex with degree one distinct from vertex 0, and we repeat the above procedure 
(including the renumbering). We continue in this way, ending with a tree reduced to the 
vertex 0 containing (a, t). Note that we will sum over all possible locations of a, if we sum 
over the elements bj(,) in the representative Zj(n, of the vertex j(n) to which the vertex n, 
is connected. In general, we denote the point of & corresponding to vertex number i which 
is determined by the location of the line representing the edge of vertex Z connecting 2, to 
z,(i) by (~,ti)y d an we denote the corresponding point in Zj(;) by (bj(i),,(i,j(i)), tj(;)) (the 
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stripping procedure ensures that s(i, j) ranges between one and dj - 1 where dj > 1 is the 
degree of vertex Zj for j 2 1 and 1 5 s( i! 0) 5 da); finally, we set (aa, to) = (a, t). (Note 
that if j(ii) = j(is) = j either bj,,(i,,j) # bj,,(i,,j) or the vertical heights are different.) 
We will thus bound the multiple sum with complicated restrictions by an ordered product 
of simple sums. Since we assumed that there exists at least one 2 in each polymer, we 
obtain, using (2.41) (for p = di - 1 2 l), as well as the version of Cayley’s theorem giving 
the number of trees r(do, . . . , d,,) having n + 1 vertices with given degrees di > 1 (see 
[S, Lemma V.7.7, p. 4571, recall that the sum of the degrees is 2n for n 2 l), 
< cz + g (ci)“:‘c’“+’ - n. c 
n=l dg,....d,~* 
do( fi (dm - V) nt(;,“!l,l 
m=O a0 2 
c:,,, d*=2- 
ICE$C n 
O3 (cz)“+lc”+l 22n-1 . n < cz 
- 1 
n=l 
where the product in the first two lines is an ordered product (we use here that j(i) < i 
by the stripping construction) and we used [S, Proposition V.7A.1, p. 4641 to get the first 
inequality in the last line of (2.45). 
The case where (a, t) belongs to a line of y’ is similar. Thus, we find 
(2.46) 
If we also include polymers y with Z(y) = 0 in the sum (i.e., polymers consisting of a 
single vertical line), we find Cca,tjE;TV(~) 5 C, without the 2 factor. 
In the same way as we proved (2.46) we may see that 
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Indeed, if the fixed point belongs to a set at level t, we can extract a factor filt--tol, and 
the sum over t changes only the constant C. Cl 
Before we prove Lemma 2.4, we need more notation. For A C Zd we define 
Aj,k = A x {j,. . .) k} for all j < k E Z and A, = A x {n} for all n E Z and 
for all A c Z. A polymer y is said to be in Aj,k if 7 c A,,,, and no spacelike set 
of y intersects Aj; a polymer y is called a vacuum polymer in Aj,k if 7 c Aj,k and 
7 n Aj = 7 n Ak = 0. For a polymer y, let dy be the set of (a, t) E 7 such that (a, t) 
belongs to exactly one bond of y and to no spacelike set of y. 
Note that for any polymer y the set ~~(7) = [t-, t+] is a connected interval. Let 
+fk = ~~(7 n rt-l (t*)). A weight V(y) of a polymer y with B(y) # 0 is a bounded 
linear operator, with norm denoted by IlV(y)ll, from X(D(cr’),-) to ti(D(cr)y+) for 
Q’ < cy as in Proposition A. If y is just a single spacelike set, a weight V(y) is a 
bounded operator from IFl(D(a”),_) to X(2)(o),+) for some a < cr” (i.e., the domain 
of analyticity shrinks slightly due to the coupling, see [BKl, Proposition 2, p. 3831). We 
write V(y)(h) = V(y)(h,-) and TV = ~,+V(Y). 
We shall use the following important result from [BKl] (which itself is based on 
Proposition A above; note that we will use Proposition A more explicitly in Section 3): 
PROPOSITION B (Bricmont-Kupiainen [BKl, Proposition 3, Proposition 41. - There is a 
famiZy of polymer weights W(y), V(y), and V”(y), so that: 
COMBINATORICS. - We have the two expansions for Pz, = PC,,: 
(2.48) 
and 
where in (2.49) the sum is over sets r (possibly empty) of disjoint polymers y in Ah,, with 
7 n (Ah U AL) # 8 and ay c Ah U A;, the set I? Q is the set of polymers y in r such 
that their supports intersect both A; and A; and dy n Ah = 7 n A; # 0, the set r, is 
the set of polymers in I? such that their supports intersect only A:, and r0 is the set of 
polymers in I? such that their supports intersect only A; and dy n Ah = 7 n Ah # 0; also, 
Al, = A’ \ UYErO,nUr, y+ and A!. = A’ \ Ur~r,,,ur, y-. In (2.48) the sum ranges over 
the sets I’ of (possibly empty) sets of disjoint polymers y in A&, with dy c Ah U A;, and 
for each I? we write I?, = I’,(O, n) c r for the subset of vacuum polymers in Ah,, (i.e., 
those for which 5 n (Ah U A’,) = 0). 
BOUNDS. - For any nl < n < 1 with ~1 de$ned in (1.5), there is C(n), independent 
of A’ and n, such that the norms V(y) = IlV(y)II and Vb(y) = IIVb(~)II of the weights 
in (2.49) satisfy (2.36) for [ = X/4 and /3 = n and the norms IlW(y)II of the weights in 
(2.48) satisfy (2.36) for [ = X/2 and p = K. 
The decomposition (2.49) is obtained from (2.48) in [BKl] by dividing away the 
contribution of vacuum polymers: we shall use a similar technique in the proof of 
Lemma 2.10 below. Obtaining the bound (2.36) for the norms of the weights V(y) in 
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(2.49) is maybe the most important step in the proof of Proposition B. (In [BKl], the 
analogous bounds are stated for operator weights between ‘Fl(D(a),_ ) to X(‘D( a),+ ) but 
since all the relevant ingredients are analyticity improving we get the above-claimed bounds 
from (1.18) up to slightly tuning the constants Z in (2.36) and a’ < cy from Proposition A.) 
Note that the definitions [BKl, (13),( 14),( 19), and (22), pp. 383-3841 imply that the weights 
W(y), and thus V(y), do not depend on A’. (Of course, if a polymer y is not in A&, it 
will just not appear in the sums (2.4%2.49).) 
We next prove a lemma which is needed in the proof of Lemma 2.4 and in Section 3.B. 
To state it, we introduce two additional notations. First, for fixed finite A’ c Zd and 7~ > 0, 
consider the weights W  from (2.48) and define U(I)) E 43 for any vacuum polymer 71 
in Ah,,+, by 
where the second sum is over vacuum polymers yl,. . . , yrn in Ah,,+, (not necessarily 
disjoint or even distinct) satisfying the condition U-y; N II to be explained below, the third 
sum is over all full connected graphs on the set { 1, . . . ,7n}, and xij = - 1 if Ti n TJ # 0 
and 0 otherwise. The notation Uyi N w means the following. We assume that yl, . . . , ynL are 
such that the union of the supports of the yi is connected and thus defines a polymer 71 as 
follows: the union of the sets of bonds in the yi’s is the set of bonds of ?I and if 21, . . . , .Zk 
is a maximal set of spatial sets from the yi’s such that 2 = UtlZe is connected, then 2 
is a spacelike set of ‘u. Using the bounds on W  from Proposition B, one can show that the 
(U(y)/ satisfy the bound (2.36) for < = X/3 and /3 = IC ([BKl, (65), p. 3931). 
Second, using the weights V”(y) from (2.49) define for any finite A’ an element fin/ 
of X”‘(D(cr)) by 
(2.51) f-h, = c hi; ,:Fr vb(y)(h) > 
r 
where I’ ranges over all finite sets (possibly empty) of disjoint polymers in A’_,,,, with 
7 f? Ai # 0 and G’r c AL (the infinite sum (2.51) converges by virtue of the bounds from 
Lemma 2.9, and it clearly does not depend on n; note that the weights V(y) for single 
space-like sets y occuring in (2.51) are evaluated at h which is analytic in an annulus 
D(a”) for (Y” > (Y so that we may afford to lose analyticity). 
LEMMA 2.10. - Let A c A’ c Z be finite. Then for any n E Z+, there are polymer weights 
p’(y) so that using the notations from Proposition B and (2.50), we have 
where the sum is over sets I? (possibly empty) of disjoint polymers y in Ah,, with 
7 17 (Ah U A,) # 0 and dr c Ah U A,, the set I?; are the set of polymers in r whose 
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supports intersect only A& the sets Fo,A, and !C*,, are like rn and r~ in Proposition B 
with Ai replaced by A,, the set ??$“+’ is the set of vacuum polymers in Ab,n+I, the set 
A+ = A \ UyEh.*, WA, Y+j and r = UTErT. The norms ofthe weights ?‘(r) satisfy (2.36) 
for < = X/4 and /3 = n. 
Using the notation (2.50-2.51) we have for all n > 0: 
(2.53) ZA~A(~A/ . IA!) = c exp(- c U(w)) 
where r ranges overjnite sets of disjoint polymers in A’_,,, with rr? A, # 0 and dy c A,, 
I$ ranges over finite sets of disjoint polymers [ in Ab,n with 0 # a< n Ah = < fl Ah, 
Y-oo,n+l is the set of finite vacuum polymers u in A’,,,+l, finally A, = A \ UyEr y+, 
anvd A’_ = A’ \ UCEr; <-. 
Remarks 2.11. - a) At the end of the proof of Lemma 2.4 we shall prove that fi A, = flA!. 
b) Note in (2.52) that at level n the polymers intersect A, not just A’, except if y E I; 
in which case Zy may intersect (A’ \ A)n but not A,. In (2.53), IA,, = I’. 
c) One could prove a result analogous to Lemma 2.10 based on (2.49) instead of (2.48) 
but one would obtain weights @” with norms decaying more slowly (with < = X/5 instead 
of t = X/4 in (2.36)). 
Proof of Lemma 2.10. - Our method is the same as used in the proof of [BKl, 
Proposition 41, but for the sake of easier reading we give the main steps here. The main 
idea, which is also used to obtain (2.49) from (2.48), is to divide away the contribution 
of vacuum polymers. Roughly speaking, since we integrate only in A’ \ A, we are left 
with the contribution of vacuum polymers which intersect A,, (cf. the exponential factor 
in (2.52) and (2.53)). 
Our starting point is the identity 
(2.54) 1 = I!A~(P~,~AJ) = C n IW(y)(h), 
where I’, ranges over sets of disjoint vacuum polymers in Ab,n+l, which is obtained by 
replacing Pnhl by P” in [BKl, (34) p. 3871. The basic result of the polymer expansion 
formalism from statistical mechanics says that estimates (2.36) for the weight-norms from 
Proposition B together with the subsequent bounds (2.37) from Lemma 2.9 guarantee that 
for small enough E” we can “compute the logarithm of the sum” in the right-hand-side of 
(2.54). More precisely, this means that we can write 
(2.55) C IJ lW(-f)(h) = exp( C U(u)), 
with U(w) as in (2.50) (see [BKl, p. 3931). (In principle, the sum over v in (2.55) involves 
also disconnected u c Zd. However, because of the signs xij, the expression (2.50) defining 
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U(v) vanishes unless w is connected, that is, w is a polymer.) A detailed proof of (2.55) 
can be found for example in [J, Lemma 4.51, where a situation slightly different from ours 
is considered (on the polymer expansion method see also [S, Chapter V.7, pp. 447-4701). 
We now calculate the integral IA,\* of P,,, “ using the formula (2.48). Since Z(ld - Q) = 
(Id - Q)(h) = 0, where Q is the spectral projection of P corresponding the eigenvalue 1 
(see (1.4) and (1.5); see also [BKl, p. 3871, noting that R there is just our P - Q) polymers 
in (2.48) with dy n (AL \ An) # 0 h ave a vanishing contribution to the integral. The sum 
in (2.48) thus becomes a sum C* over (possibly empty) sets 1 of disjoint polymers, which 
are either in Ah,,, or are vacuum polymers in Ab,,+l whose support does not intersect A, 
(but could meet the set A’ \ A at level n): 
(2.56) L4,\nJvY) 
r rEr,.(r) I, 
where we still have denoted again I?,, = I’?, (l’) the union of the “old” and “new” vacuum 
polymers in a given set I. (Note that the polymers in I,i,, satisfy dy c A, but 7 can 
intersect AL \ A,.) Next, letting I range over all sets of disjoint polymers in AL,, with 
ay c Ah U A,, and for any given I letting I’: = l?;(I) range over sets of disjoint vacuum 
polymers in Ah,,+, intersecting neither r nor A,, we find: 
(2.57) 
LY\Aq:f = 1 8 Lv\nWr) 8 [@A+ 8 Lv\JVW) . (lit, 
r;L0 
YEro.n,, -felt,, - $$ WYHI 0 
. c JJ TWO 
r: cm, -- 
ov=B,Tnil,,=s 
vw:. 
-p( C u(4) 1 
.I,EP.“+ 11 
i;nF=0,Gn.~,=0 
where we have applied the polymer formalism (2.55), as we may, to the sum over I:. 
Now we divide the right-hand-side of (2.57) by the expression for 1 given by 
(2.54)-(2.55), and we obtain (2.52) by following the proof of [BKl, Proposition 4, 
pp. 393-3941. 
In order to prove (2.53), we note that since PAI preserves the Lebesgue integral of a 
function on x*1 (by definition (2.20)) equation (2.52) for A = 0 implies that for all n 
(2.58) 
By definition (2.51) of fin,, the calculation leading to (2.52) sketched above then also 
proves (2.53). 0 
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ProofofLemma 2.4. - The proof combines ideas from the proofs of [BKl, Proposition 
5 (43), and Proposition 61. 
For a fixed finite A c Zd and a given cp E F, we are going to estimate the ]I . ]]A 
norm of the difference: 
(2.59) 
l,,f\AP;, - l*‘\*(fl*’ .1,1) 
* 
(where we have used the expansions from Lemma 2.10), evaluated at (pAj. We will then 
show that fib, = R*I. 
We make first a preliminary observation. According to (1.19), if I? is a finite set of 
polymers y, containing each at least one time bond, 
(2.60) 
7Er %Ef- 
where r- = U-,Er y-. The bounds (2.36) guarantee that every IlV(y)ll contributes to 
a factor at most 8-l except if y contains only bonds connecting A,, to A,. Thus, by 
changing Z we can embed the factor Clr-l into the bounds of IIV(r)ll’s, except possibly 
for a factor Cl*l. 
In a nutshell, Lemma 2.4 comes from the fact that the difference (2.59) can be written 
as a sum such that in every term there is a polymer or a pair of polymers whose support 
intersects Ah, A,, and all time levels between 0 and n. Namely, in the first summand 
there are those terms with l?a,a,, # 0 which have a polymer whose support intersects A;, 
A,. Those terms in the first summand with l?a,a, = 0 have a counterpart in the second 
summand which differs only in the sum over ZI’S. So we can take this first term as a 
common factor and are left with a factor 
(2.61) 
b-w+ C W))l 5 c Iw+l exp( c IW’)l) . 
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Note that all polymers V, V’ appearing in (2.61) intersect both Rb and A,. We are left 
with the terms in the second summand which have not appeared as “counterparts” of terms 
in the first summand. They either contain a polymer y in A’,,, with 7 C’I A, # 0 but 
y 4 Ab,n (and thus “J n Ah # 0), or a polymer < E ro,lL intersecting a polymer y E r, with 
< fl Ah # 0 and 7 n A, # 0, i.e., $i U T intersects both Ah and A,. 
We will estimate the sum in (2.52) over terms with ra,,l,, # 0. The other terms in (2.59) 
(including those which produce (2.61)) can be handled similarly and are left to the reader. 
First we want to expand the exponential in (2.52) into a sum over polymers that will be 
merged with the sum over I?. More precisely, for fixed r we write the exponential as a 
power series and collect intersecting w’s to form families of vacuum polymers in hh,,L+l 
such that each polymer intersects A, (see [BKl (72)-(74) p. 3941. Unlike in [BKl], all the 
polymers ‘u are disjoint from r, so we can add the resulting families of vacuum polymers 
to r, obtaining a new set ru(I’) of disjoint polymers containing now a subset TV,,\,, of 
vacuum polymers. So we want to estimate 
where the moduli of the complex weights U”(y) satisfy the bound (2.36) for < = X/4 
and p = 6. 
We say that two polymers y and y’ are strongly space-connected if ~~(7) f? ~~(7’) # 0, 
and we define the space connectedness equivalence relation on finite sets of polymers 
by completing the strong space-connectedness relation (which is not transitive). Let 
rIr = ry(I’,) be the set of polymers in (2.62) which belongs to an equivalence class 
of l?u which is space-connected to Ac (or, equivalently, A,), and call the union of their 
space projections Y = Y (I’y). (Note that all polymers in rv,‘\,, belong to I?,.) With this 
notation, we may rewrite the sum (2.62) restricted to those ru with ro,,4,, # 0 as follows: 
(2.63) 1 1 JJ U”(Y) 
where the notations rv,*,, ,y, f’o,il,, ,]‘, rA,,Y, f’o,y, (A u Y)-, and (A’ \ (A u Y))- are 
analogous to the notations in Proposition B, and the rightmost sum is over all sets I’0 
of polymers in (A’ \ (A U Y)) O,n with nonempty boundary at level 0. (The sum over I’a 
depends on Y but not on r,.) 
We first bound the norm of the rightmost sum in (2.63), for fixed Y. Since ZiPi = ZA 
for each finite A, we get from (2.52) in Lemma 2.10 with A = 0 (i.e., the formula 
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4iq = Cr:r=rp) A- Z- ypr, W(y), which we apply to A = A’ \ (A U Y)) that 
0 
(2.64) 
Thus the norm of this sum is just 1 for any Y. 
We are left with the sum over Y and ry . The contribution of the norm of each factor h,l+ 
is bounded above by e CIAI. Also, the norm of YEry y Z;l,\~?‘(y)(h)) can be uniformly 
estimated using (2.36), since sup,(,) ]h] 5 C produ:es a bound CE. Thus, using (2.60), 
it suffices to bound the sum, over Y and I? y, of the product of the norms of polymer 
weights v(y) satisfying (2.36) for < = X/4 and p = 6. 
We define a long polymer to be a polymer in I c,~, (by (2.36) from Lemma 2.10, any 
long polymer produces a factor P, where IC < K, < 1). There is at least one long polymer 
in each term of the double sum, and we now reorganise this sum as follows. Fix one point 
a in A,, and consider those terms in the sum such that a belongs to a long polymer. For 
such a (Y, I’y) term, let IL = rL(a, l?y) be the space-connectedness equivalence class in 
ry including this long polymer. We sum next over the FL (a) for fixed a, forgetting for 
a moment the other equivalence classes of I’y. 
We associate a tree to IL with vertices the polymers in IL, and edges between two 
vertices only if the corresponding polymers are strongly space-connected. As in the proof 
of Lemma 2.9 (note however, that vertices now represent polymers), we estimate the sum 
over FL by first fixing the number (k) of vertices and numbering them, then fixing a tree 
with given degrees of vertices (di , . . . , dk), and summing over vertices. If there is an edge 
joining vertex i to vertex j, then there are ]r,(rj)l possibilities for the spatial position of 
the fixed point in the sum over vertex i. Unlike in the proof of Lemma 2.9 we do not have 
vertical lines of time-bonds between two space-connected polymers; however we may use 
the fact that the polymers which appear satisfy 7 f? ((Ah U A,) # 0 and apply (2.37) from 
Lemma 2.9 for ta = 0 and to = n. Note that if Z(y) # 0 then 
(2.65) 
If there are no spacelike sets in y, then ]rs(r)l = 1, but then there is only one y in IL. 
Thus, we obtain, using Lemma 2.9 and (2.41) in the first inequality, and then [S, Lemma 
V.7.7 and Proposition V.7A.11 as for the bound (2.45), that 
(2.66) c n IlW)II 
rL -err. (a,n)ErL 
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where the term Ct? comes from the case where there is only a single line in IL. Since 
there are ]A[ ways to choose a, and since CIA1 5 exp(CIAI), we find 
The sum over the other equivalence classes in I?Y is estimated as follows. By definition 
of Iy, there is at least one polymer y in each equivalence class such that ~~(7) fl A # 0 
and 7 n Ai # 8, where t is either 0 or n. Then, using a computation analogous to (2.66) 
the sum over all classes different from I’L can be bounded above by 
(2.68) 
Combining all the estimates, we find a bound for the norm of (2.59) acting on cpAl: 
It follows from the exponentially decaying bound (2.69) in the case A = A’ that 
PAJ ( fi2,\/) = fin,, and that 1 is a simple eigenvalue of PA, and the only eigenvalue on 
the unit circle. Therefore-R*! = fi.h~/(Z,,fii~l) is a normalised eigenvector of P.&I for the 
eigenvalue 1. In fact, l*,R~r = 1, i.e., fi I\/ = fl~l. (To see this, use the fact that PA/ does 
not change the Lebesgue integral of a function, and observe that by formula (2.49) and 
definition (2.51) we have fi~, = lim 1L+03 Pr, (l).) Therefore, the difference (2.59) coincides 
with ZAj\API,RAJ, so that we have both proved the inequality (2.21), and showed statement 
(1) of Lemma 2.4. (The restriction of R A, to X,, is positive because it is the density of 
the absolutely continuous invariant measure of an analytic expanding torus map FA/.) 
The proof of (2.22) can be done using the same ideas and is left to the reader. (The 
bounds (2.36) in Proposition B and Lemma 2.10 yield a factor decaying exponentially 
with the distance between A and Zd \ A’, since only those families of polymers survive 
which connect A to Zd \ A’.) 0 
3. Spectrum on a Banach space of observables 
3.A Preliminaries and statements of results 
We use here the notation introduced in Sections 1 and 2. We shall first introduce a Banach 
space of complex Bore1 measures on X which are absolutely continuous with respect to 
the SRB measure ,ue for F, from the previous section. We will then see, assuming d = 1, 
that perturbation theory can be applied to describe the spectrum of a (normalised) coupled 
transfer operator C, acting on the densities 4 of these measures following (2.7), i.e., 
(L$)cL~ = (FJ&we). Both coupled and uncoupled operators act on the same Banach 
space of densities although the corresponding spaces of measures are different (since the 
reference measures pt and p0 are singular with respect to each other). 
For k a multi-index on Zd, that is, 
(3.1) 
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the support of k, denoted by SUMP (k), is by definition the set of i E Zd such that ki # 0. 
For a multi-index k with finite support, we write 
(3.2) lkl = c I/G;/ and zk = n zf”’ , 
iEsupp(k) iESUPP(k) 
where zi E C. 
If 7 is a tree in Z”, that is, the set of vertices of 7 is a subset of Zd, we denote 
the set of edges of r by E(r), and for e E E(r) we write lel for the Euclidean length 
of e viewed as a subset of Z”. For an arbitrary finite X c Zd, we define LJ(X), the 
square-root length of the shortest tree on X, to be LJ = l(r), where r is a tree which 
m inimises l(r) = CeEE(r) m  among the set of trees in Rd with straight edges whose 
set of vertices is X. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (Banach space of densities). - For fixed 0 < (Y < 1 as above and 
fixed S, rl > 0, let V = V(S, ~7) be the complex Banach space qf formal power series with 
variables indexed by Z”: 
(3.3) 
where ak E a3 and Z = ZZd is the set of multi-indices, for which the following norm isjnite 
(Note that (3.4) implies that (Lk # 0 only if k has a finite support.) The support of 4 E V is 
by definition U&Z,ak#O supp(k). For each finite A we define Banach spaces B* = Bh(6,~) 
by considering those elements of V which are supported in A, with the 11 t 116,11 norm. Finally, 
we set f? = a(&~) c V to be the (1 . Ils,q-closure of locally supported elements of V (i.e., 
those 4 which have finite support) with the 11 . 116,7, norm. 
It is easy to see that (V, 11.1/~,,) is a Banach space, which in turn implies that B is a Banach 
space. To see that B # V observe that setting ak = e -~~~(~~pp(~~U~O~)~l~~pp(lc)/(l _ a)l’;l 
for each k with finite support in (3.3) defines an element of V which is not the lim it of 
a sequence in i3 for the 11 . IIll,6 norm. 
A vector 4 E B*(S, 7) defines an analytic function on 27~ (also denoted by 4) and thus 
a bounded analytic function on D(G)* for any 0 < & < o. The coordinates {ak , k E 1) 
of $ are just the Laurent series coefficients of 4 and thus uniquely determined by the 
restriction of 4 to X, (by uniqueness of analytic extensions). 
In the case d = 1, the following lemma will allow us to view elements 4 E B as bounded 
functions on 2)~ := D(G)* for any 0 < CL < N: 
LEMMA 3.2. - Assume d = 1. Fix S > 0 and 0 < ci < cr. There exist qo(G,6) > 0 and 
C = C(i;l? S) > 0 such that for all v 5 70, each 4 E Z?(s! 77) and alljnite X c Z 
Lemma 3.2 applied to the case X = 0 shows that an element 4 of B is a bounded 
function on 27, (also denoted by 4) for any 0 < G < ~1, with sups, 141 < C(&, 6; 71) 11411+,. 
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The function associated to I$ E B vanishes on X if and only if all the ak, k E Z, are zero. 
The supremum norm on D(ct),l and the 11. (10,~ norm are equivalent on any finite A, but on 
the whole space the 11 . 11 6,4 norm cannot be bounded by a multiple of the supremum norm. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. - Let X = {z} c Z be such that z = I > 0. Then using the 
substitution t --+ s2, the fact that dm > v? - s/2 for s < 4&/S, and integration 
by parts, we have that 
l-l 
(3.6) c e --GLJ{O,wl) - - c ,-s(J;;I+G) 5 2 
UlEh m=l  .I’ 0 
IO<W<S 
Also, if z = e > 0, we have: 
cxz 
(3.7) c 
e-sLJ{o, UJJ}) < e-6Ji 
c 
p\/;;E 5 .IL-E\/i. 
WEZ m=l 
.r<u, 
Using (3.6) we obtain that 
In the same way, using (3.7), we see that, for z 2 0, 
The statement of the lemma for IX/ 5 1 follows from (3.9). 
Let X be a finite set containing at least two elements. Since between each successive 
points of X (separated by a distance 1) one may put j extra points for some 0 5 j < 1, 
and an arbitrary number of points both on the left and right of X, we get from (3.fM3.9) 
(using 1 + Cv < eCq) that 
(3.10) c 
e-~~,P-wl)711yI < e ~~~l~~l+~~,-~~~~~~~~))rl/x1 
YCZ 
XCY,Y f,n,+r 
Thus for 1x1 2 2 we find 
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We view elements of D as “analytic” extensions of densities of complex measures on X 
which are absolutely continuous with respect to the coupled SRB measure pE from Theorem 
2.6 for 0 I: c < e2. In other words, we shall work with a normalised transfer operator, which 
is just the coupled lattice version of the single-site normalised operator L : X(0) -+ 3-1(D) 
defined bY v44(4 = jq$ CyED,f(+z w (the constant function 1 on D is fixed 
by L, and the dual of L fixes p. = hm). 
We need some preparation. Let A c Z be a finite interval. We denote as before the 
Perron-Frobenius operator (2.20) associated to our cutoff map FE+, on DA by P,,*. Let 
L.i = LE,* be the (normalised) transfer operator with respect to the SRB-measure fl+ m* 
of the cutoff map FE,‘,, i.e., for any bounded 4 : ??, --t C: 
(3.12) 
(Note that R,,* # 0 on VA since it can be written as the exponential of a bounded function, 
see (3.43).) Since the constant function G 1 on Tj.4 is fixed by L,,A for any E and since 
L ?,A acting on functions on X, is positive, we find 
(3.13) 
For any finite A and each 0 < o < a, we have 3-1(2)(a)*) c EJ*(S,q) c IF1(D(&)n), 
where Il~llaA I C(A)ll~lI~(n(~),,) and ]Iv]]~-((D(G),,) I C(G)llpll~,,, whenever the right 
hand side of the inequality considered is well defined. From now on, we assume that 
Q’ < o are as in Proposition A from Section 2, and S and ~(6, 6) have been chosen as in 
Lemma 3.2 for Cr = cy’. (The result stated in Proposition A for P,,A holds also for L,,* by 
(3.12) since /&.\I is bounded away from zero.) Since L,,A : X(I(;D(a’)A) + 7-f(D(~r)~) is 
bounded and thus compact (by Montel’s theorem), the operator Le,* is compact both on 
X(‘D(&)*) for cr’ < 6 < Q (with spectrum given by the zeroes of a Fredholm determinant, 
see [Rul, Ru2]) and thus independent of i5) and on BA. Clearly, the spectra of the compact 
operators L,,A and PE,A on any ‘H(D(G)*) with QI’ 5 & < CY coincide. The compactness 
property together with the inclusion of Banach spaces stated above imply that the spectra 
of L,A acting on 17~ and IFI* coincide for 0 5 e < ~2. In particular, the spectrum of Lo,* 
on a, consists of the set CA introduced above (2.12). 
In this section, we shall denote by R,,* the bounded projection on Bn defined by 
(3.14) %A(d) = 4 - L&m,*); 
(there is no risk of confusion with the unnormalised projection operator noted Ra in 
Section 2). For a fixed 0 < 6 < 1 such that no element of C, (defined by (2.10)) has 
modulus yi, we denote by RO,~,<n : ,13* --+ B* the spectral projection corresponding to 
the part of the spectrum of Lo,* inside the disc of radius R. Note that Id - RO,A,<K is a 
bounded (finite rank) operator on 23~, and since each generalised eigenfunctional of L;,* 
associated to an eigenvalue p belongs in fact to the dual of X(27(G),,) for any 0 < G < Q, 
and thus to the dual of 8~, the operator 1d - RO,h,<n is in fact a finite rank operator 
from IFl(D(a’)*) to IFI(D(ct)*). 
The inclusion X(I(D(&)h) C 3-I(D(&)*,) will often be implicit. Finally, we shall consider 
the Banach spaces C = C(K) and C(Xh) of continuous functions 4 : X -+ C and 
4 : X, + C, respectively, endowed with the supremum norm. 
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LEMMA 3.3 (Main Banach bounds). - Assume d = 1. Let e2 be as in Lemma 2.4 and 
6 > 0. Then there exist positive rto, X0, and for any 0 < ~1 < K with nl defined in (IS), 
a positive constant ~3 such that for all X 2 X0 (in the coupling decay (I. /O)), 0 < f 5 tQ, 
and 0 < 11 < vo: 
(1) There exist afinction c(c) 2 0, which tends to zero as t tends to zero, and no(n) E Z+ 
such that for all n 2 no and all finite A c Z 
and 
(2) There are C > 0 and i > 0 so that for any n 2 no, any finite A C A’ c A” C Z, 
and any 4 E t? supported in A, 
For n < no the inequality (3.17) holds, but replacing the factor Ce-X”(“)z\“‘) in the 
right-hand side by ,Cl7lAl,-~d(‘l,z\n’). Al so or all Q’ < cy there is C(A, o’) > 0 such that f  
for any 4 E X(D(Q’)A) 
(3) For any p E C,, there is C = C(p) > 0 such that for each finite A with p E CA the 
spectral projection II*,/, associated to the eigenvalue ofJinite multiplicity p of Lo,., satisfies 
(3.19) Il~Ad4~,~ I (7. 
(4) Fix 0 < IF < 1 such that no element of C, has modulus 6. Then for k > K there is 
n1 (k) 2 1 so that for any n > n1 and any finite A in Z 
Recall that the algebraic (and thus geometric) multiplicity of any 1 # p E C, as an 
eigenvalue of Lo,* tends to co as A + Z. 
The proof of the key Lemma 3.3 will be given in Section 3.B. We now state and prove 
the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Coupled and uncoupled operator spectra on Banach space). - Assume 
d = 1. For any 6 > 0 and n > ~1, if 77, c3, X, and no(n) are as given by Lemma 3.2 
and Lemma 3.3, we have: 
(1) 1 is a simple eigenvalue of LE,~ for each finite A and all 0 5 e < ~0. There is a 
nonnegative function C(E) with F + 0 as E + 0 such that for any finite A the nonzero 
spectrum of the normalised coupled operator L,,,i (acting on either of the Banach spaces 
Bn or ‘HA) is contained in a F neighbourhood of the nonzero spectrum of the uncoupled 
normalised operator LO,*. More precisely, for p E C, and any disc A, centered at p and 
which does not intersect (0) U (C, \ p), there is c(A) such that for all 0 5 E < E(A) and 
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all$nite A, the eigenvalues in a of the compact operator LF.~ have algebraic multiplicities 
summing to the algebraic multiplicity of p for Lo,*. 
(2) For all 0 5 E < ~3, the condition (Le4)pLE = (F,), ($pF) defines a bounded operator 
L6 : C + C, and a closable operator L, on Dom L, c t3, the vector space of locally 
supported functions in t?. Furthermore, L: extends to a bounded operator on i3 ,for all 
n > no. 
(3) For all n 2 no the nonzero spectrum of Lz on B consists of a simple eigenvalue at 
1, together with isolated eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity at each p” for 1 # p E C,. 
In particular, the eigenvalues of the closable operator Lo on Dom Lo c B consist of the 
simple eigenvalue 1 and eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity at each 1 # p E C,. 
(4) For all n 2 no there exists a function E,(E) 2 0, which tends to zero as E tends to Zero, 
such that the spectrum of the bounded operator L: on t3 contains the simple eigenvalue 1 
and the rest of the nonzero spectrum is inside a 2,-neighbourhood of sp (Lt) \ {l}. There is 
t”l (E) tending to zero when e -+ 0 such that the nonzero spectrum of the closable operator L, 
on Dom C, c B, except for a simple eigenvalue at I, and maybe for continuous spectrum, 
is contained in a EI~(E) neighbourhood of sp (Lo) \ (1). 
For A c C and n 2 1 we write A” for the set { 2” 1 z E A}. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. - (1) We start with a preliminary bound on the resolvent of 
L;,“,,Ro,n. We then use it to apply standard perturbation theory in the parameter e to the 
compact operators Lp,A RE,h and Lz ,, Ro,* uniformly in A for each fixed n 2 no. 
Let N(r;, A) be the cardinality of the set CA,>K defined in (2.13) and for p E CA,>K let 
Ro,A,<~ and KQ be as in Lemma 3.3. (Recall that N(K) = sup, N(A, PG) is finite.) Let 
also DA,~ be the nilpotent operator DA.~ = (La;.& - p) II,,,, associated to p E CA,>K \ {l} 
(the nilpotent operator of p = 1 is zero). Writing now D.t,,,(,,) for the nilpotent operator 
(Lb - p”) IIA,~ associated to p” and Lz,, (or equivalently, p” and L;f,.\Ro.*, since 
p E C, \ {l}), we observe that (3.19) together with (3.16) imply that there is a constant 
C > 0 so that for all n 2 no the operator norm 11 D A,~,(~) /16,7) 5 C, uniformly in A. Finally, 
for any p E C, and n > 1 it is not difficult to verify that the order q(A, p, n) of Dh,p,(nj 
(i.e., the smallest nonnegative integer q such that Di,p,(nj E 0) for the eigenvalue pn of 
%A does not depend on n (we write q(A, p)) and is uniformly bounded in A. 
Lets E C\(O) b e such that & = d(P, CL) is nonzero for n = no. We claim that there 
are C(l~l) > 0 and Q(]z~) 2 1 such that for all finite A c Z and all n > no with <, > 0, 
(3.21) lk” - L;,,&o,~)-~lln,~ < Cn/C,Q. 
Let K be such that 1.~1 > 2~ and that no element of C, has modulus K. The spectral 
decomposition (see e.g. [Ka, 111.6.5, (6.35)]) associated to the finite system of eigenvalues 
C.I,>~ gives 
(3.22) km - q,yRo,a)-l = w - L~,,Ro,A,<~)-l~O,A.<, 
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so that Lemma 3.3 (3-4) yield (3.21) for n 2 ni(]~]). From 
712-l 
(3.23) (P _ qo&*)-1 = [C Z(w-h (L~,*RO,p] (Z-0 - L;;.,y%,..J1 
J==O 
for nz = [ni/~] + 1, and since ]](J~O,~R~,~)~O~(]~,~ 5 1 for j 2 0 (by Lemma 3.3 (I)), 
we obtain the claimed bound (3.2 1) for any n 2 no. 
Now, using the formal equality (Z - (M + N))-’ = (2 - M)-‘(1 - (2 - IM)-lN)-’ 
and (3.15) from Lemma 3.3, we find for any n 2 no: 
(3.24) 
ll(z” - L:,*&,n)-llla,T) 
L IW - -G,A~o,A-%,1 
x 2 Ilk” - -G,*%.PIIJ,,, lIG,*~o,.~ - GyL.&j 
.j=O 
where c -+ 0 as E -+ 0. Clearly, the sum (3.24) converges if F < <,&/(C”K~) which can be 
guaranteed by taking E small enough (depending only on (Z 1, &, and n). Essentially the 
same computation shows that for any n 2 no and all finite A 
(3.25) II@” - L:,,RJ1 - (z7’ - ~;;.,,~o,‘J1ll*,~, L C(GL. 14’L)F. 
so that (using the Cauchy representation for spectral projections, see e.g. [Ka, 111.6.41) the 
difference between the considered spectral projections for L~,,,R,,~ and L;;,,Ro,~ goes to 
zero with E for any fixed n > no, uniformly in A, in particular the spectral dimensions 
coincide for small F. 
If subsets A and A, of the complex plane have the property that there is R > 1 such 
that A: is in a 2(c) neighbourhood of A”, and Ap+l is in a i(c) neighbourhood of An+‘, 
with i -+ 0 as E -+ 0, then A, lies in a ~(6) neighbourhood of A with E(E) + 0 as 
E -+ 0. Thus, applying the above bounds to n = 1~~ and no + 1, and using the fact that the 
operators are compact, we obtain claim (1) of the theorem. (Note that there is no claim 
regarding the geometric multiplicities.) 
(2) For any finite A c Z and for any 4 E X(D(n’),,), using (3.18) in Lemma 
3.3, we may define a continuous function CE($ o 7r~) : X -+ a3 by the limit 
C, (4 0 7ri\) = lirnA/,z LE,~f (4 0 7ri’ ) Ix,, . Therefore, since locally supported continuous 
function are dense in C and real analytic functions are dense in C R(XA) for the supremum 
norm, the inequality (3.13) implies that we may define a bounded operator C, on C by 
setting (here 4 = limA-+z yl,i) 
(3.26) 
We now show that the transfer operator .C, defined on C by (3.26) satisfies (2.7). Fixing 
4 E C supported in some finite Y (general 4 E C are handled by a continuity argument) 
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and using the fact that $ o Fe,* converges to 4 o F, as A + Z in the sup-norm for all 
finite Y’ c Z and all $ E C(Xy,), we obtain just like in (2.26) that 
(3.27) 
Clearly, for any 4 E C we have l,$ = s 4 d,uL, + JV&!J with 
where $A tends to 4 in the supremum norm. Also, N, = .&‘R, where we write 
G$ = do - Jx 4&e. U-G is a bounded operator on both Banach spaces B and C.) 
We now define f,, on locally supported elements 4 of B. Assume 4 is supported in a 
finite Y. For any finite A > Y, the function L,,~&J(~) is a locally supported element of 
D. From (3.17) in Lemma 3.3, we see that the limit NC(+) = limA,z L,,*R,.*($) exists 
in t3. We may thus define C,4 E t3 by: 
(3.29) 
The restriction of &(4) to X coincides with the image of $1~ E C by the transfer operator 
defined by (3.26) so that it is legitimate to use the same notation. 
The above considerations on the action of the normalised transfer operator on continuous 
functions show that C,R, = Ne is a closable operator. Indeed, we need to check that 
whenever &, is a sequence of locally supported elements of f3, tending to zero for the 
II . Ih norm, and such that $ = limm-+Oo N,q&, exists in 8, then $ = 0. This is true 
because the 4m restricted to X will tend to zero in the supremum norm by Lemma 3.2, 
so that limm+m Nt(qhlx) = $1 x is identically zero as an element of C, so that II, itself 
vanishes by analyticity. It is not clear that the first projection of the closure of the graph 
of N, contains t3, so that we do not know whether C, is closed (and thus bounded) on 
the whole Banach space f?. 
The claims on boundedness for high iterates follow from Lemma 3.3. More precisely: 
we extend the definition of ,C:R, to the Banach space B, for any n > no, and show that it 
is a bounded operator on D. (We may then set L:$ = lFR,$+ J 4 dpE.) To define ~~?‘QJ!J 
for 4 E B, we consider a 11 . 116,V Cauchy sequence $,, of locally supported elements in 
t3 converging to 4 E 23, and we want to check that for any fixed n > no the sequence 
C;R,& is Cauchy (this will allow us to set C:R,+ = lim,,, LFR,$,). Fix C > 0. 
Then there is mo so that for any p 2 m 2 mo we have II&, - $nL116,V < <. By (3.17) in 
Lemma 3.3 we can define CC:‘R, for locally supported elements just like .C,R, above: 
(3.30) LX(&) = jimm LY,A&,li(4,). 
Therefore, using (3.16) from Lemma 3.3, we obtain: 
Il&%(& - dhJll6,~ 5 p\ IIq&,Ak4J - #mNs.1, 
(3.31) 2 dl442 - brbll6,7j 
5 lfnc, 
proving the desired Cauchy property. Clearly, if 4 is such that &$I is defined for 
$ = ,CtR,+, for all k = 1, . . . , n - 1, then this definition coincides with L~‘RFq5. 
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TO show that LYRE is bounded on i3 for 72, 2 ~r,~, we note that for any G;, E B 
and any C > 0 there is a locally supported $,I with jj$.llln., 5 I141ih.lr + < and 
II~:RF~IJ6,V I IIC:RF$~(/b,rl + C. It then suffices to use the uniform bound (3.16) once 
more. 
(3) Clearly, 1 is an eigenvalue of Cam and each other point in C, is an eigenvalue 
of infinite multiplicity (see the proof of Proposition 2.3). Let z E C \ (0) be such that 
d(P) Ck) > 0. Using the bounds in Lemma 3.3 (2-4) and proceeding as in part (2) 
of the present proof, we see that the spectral decomposition (3.22) for the resolvent of 
(9 - L~,,&A)-~ passes to the limit A --+ Z for 71, > 710, showing in particular that 
IW - ~,“~o)-‘ll6,, is finite. This shows that the spectrum of .fZco n D is C,. The 
multiplicity of 1 is simple, because the limit of (3.22) gives a spectral decomposition 
for ,&Ro. 
(4) Applying again the method from part (2) of the current proof (using (3.15)) to see 
that L” R o,i\ a+~ - LF,,R,,,I converges to a bounded operator C;Ra - .L;R, on B for 71, > 7tjo, 
one proves the first claim by letting A + cc, in (3.24-3.25) to show that perturbation theory 
applies in B. To get the second claim, it is enough to show that (z - ,&‘R,)-l$ is well 
defined for locally supported $ and suitable z. Since LiR,$ is a well defined element 
of f3 for each j > 0, this can be obtained from the discussion yielding the first claim, 
together with a formula similar to (3.23). 0 
We formulate a consequence of Theorem 3.4 on decay of correlations, which may be 
obtained from standard arguments (see also the proof of Corollary 2.8): 
COROLLARY 3.5 (Decay of correlations). - Assume d = 1 and let pF be the SRB measure 
of F, constructed in Section 2 for small enough C. For any k; > ~~ there are cg > 0, 6 > 0, 
T/ > 0, X > 0, and no 2 1 so that for any 0 < F < ~3, any bounded 4) : X -+ a3 and 
any C$J E I3 we have for all 71 > 'no: 
(3.32) 
3.B Proof of the main bounds via cluster expansions 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. - For the sake of brevity, we omit the finite set A c Z from the 
notation in the present proof. We will also use the notation from Section 2.B. 
(1) For 4 E ,13), (or 4 E D) defined by (3.3) and X c Z we shall use the notation 
We divide the proof into two parts. First (in part l.A) we derive an expression for 
CL:& - L;Ro)($)Y f or all Y c A using polymers, and then (in part 1.B) we obtain 
bounds for this function and its Laurent series coefficients in order to control the 11 . l)V,6 
norm. 
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I .A) Fixing 4 and X, we first derive an expression for P,“(~x 0,) - fit, . I.& (q5~ a,). 
For l’: we use (2.49): 
and for R, we use (2.51) with n = 0 (recall that 6, = 0,): 
We drop from now on the superscript b in order to simplify notation, since there is no 
danger of confusion. 
In the expansion for P~(q5xQ,), we will “glue” together sets of polymers ^ li and 7; 
which intersect at level 0 to form polymers y = (lJin) U(U.~$) in A-,,,. In particular, 
vacuum polymers in A-,,, will appear when terms V(f)(h) from the expansion (3.35) 
for $2, are glued only with terms IV(y) with y E I’a from the expansion (3.34) for Pen. 
More precisely, we write 
(3.36) 
where the sum is over sets l? (possibly empty) of disjoint polymers in A-,,, with 
8y c A0 U AL and the other notation is as follows. We decompose each set I’ as 
I? = rv,* u rs u I’;, where ro,c is the set of vacuum polymers (in A-,,,) of I whose 
supports intersect level 0 but not X0, the set Ix contains all polymers in r whose supports 
intersect X at level 0, and I?; is those polymers in I whose support intersect level n but 
do not intersect X at level 0. The suprema of the functions V(y)(h) and le(,)( h) in the 
relevant polyannuli satisfy the bounds (2.36) for < = X/4 and some ICI < p = k < 1. The 
+-notation for polymers in Ix is defined as follows: the arguments of polymers y in Ix 
are 4~~7~ hr, at level 0 and h elsewhere (note that q5~~y, is just the sum (3.33) restricted 
to the corresponding multi-indices, in particular Lemma 1.1 does not intervene here). At 
those points of X at level 0 which do not intersect T we have Z($s\rO h). If the support of 
y does not intersect level n, the result is integrated with respect to Z,, if t+ # 0, and with 
respect to ly+ (4-y.) at level 0 if t+ = 0. The function obtained finally has supremum in a 
suitable polyannulus satisfying bounds following from putting together (2.36) for < = X/4 
with the bounds from (3.4) on the ]ak], for the relevant multi-indices k. 
Note that the functions v(y)(h) (respectively Zv(y)(h)) associated to glued polymers y 
generally do not coincide with V(y)(h) (respectively W(y)(h)) since we have not summed 
over those vacuum polymers inside y whose support intersect level 0 (see [BKl, proof of 
Proposition 4, pp. 393-3941 for the definition of V(r)). 
As an example, let l? = {y’ u y}, where 7: = Y andy- =ZsuchthatYr7Zr7X#t!J. 
Then V(y’)(h) . is a function at level 0 depending on coordinates in Y. We multiply this 
function by q5.y hAi\ and obtain a function on Aa. Then we act on this function by 
V(y) ~8 Z,,\z and obtain an analytic function 9 on D(a),+ at level t+, which is the level 
where y ends. If t+ = n, then *I&(?’ U y)(*$) is just this function q’; if t+ < n, then 
*G(Y u -Y)(*dJ) is the constant function I,, 9. 
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Similarly, using (2.58) (with n - 1) for 1.4 and (2.51) (with n and 0) for S2,, we get (for 
the same Iv(r) d an similarly defined lev(y) as in (3.36)): 
where I = IV,a U IS runs over sets (possibly empty) of disjoint polymers in A--x.lL--l, 
and I’: runs over sets of disjoint polymers in A-,,, with ‘I;~ n A, # 0 and dy” c A,; 
finally AT = A \ u yuEr; 7;. (There is no “tilde” in V(y”) since y” is never obtained by 
gluing polymers coming below level 0.) 
Using (2.58) for I,iPJ-‘, we see that 
(3.38) 
where IV,u runs over sets of disjoint vacuum polymers in A-,,, such that the support 
of each of them intersects level 0. Using (3.38) we can divide the vacuum polymers 
intersecting level 0 away both in (3.36) and (3.37) (just like in the proof of [BKl, 
Proposition 4, pp. 393-3941 or in the proof of Lemma 2.10 from Section 2). The weights 
resulting from this operation (which compensates the absence of sums over vacuum 
polymers in the construction of the 3, writing P,” as P,“P,” for L + e = n) are again the 
V(y) and Vb(y) from Proposition B. 
Observe that if in (3.36) there is no y E Is such that its support intersects level n (we 
write, rX,n = 0, defining implicitly Ix,lL) then the same term is also in (3.37). So when we 
subtract (3.37) from (3.36), only those terms from (3.36) survive for which I = Is U I’:, 
and such that there exists y E l?S.n, and from (3.37) only those terms with I = Is such 
that there exists y” E I’: with 7” n (Fs U (X, 0)) # 0. To simplify notation we denote 
from now on r, U (X, 0) simply by Fs. 
Defining v,& = R,(L,R,c$)I/, f or all nonempty Y c A, the above remarks yield 
where l?g = rs nh, and I;? = uy,,ErV runr,fB “J” n A,. It follows from Proposition A 
in Section 2, the decay properties of the”‘Laurent coefficients of $ E B, and the domains 
and ranges of the relevant operator weights, that the function &- is a bounded analytic 
function on D(Q)* (for small enough E). Note that since all the terms with I’+ = 8 are 
cancelled, we have 40, = 0. 
Now we have to divide $1~ by R, to obtain an expansion for $1~ = (L:R,qh)y . In 
order to keep track of the powers of h appearing in the denominator, it is convenient 
to introduce new weights 
(3.40) 
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Clearly, 
(3.41) ha+ .$$ PL V(y)(h) = hA. ‘,g v’yY)), IL 
for any family I?, of polymers (with A+ and the other notations are as in Proposition B). 
Since there exists C > 0 such that 1 h 1 > C on D(Q), the weight-norms of the Vh(y) 
satisfy (2.36) for [ = X/4 but with E” replaced by C-l; (which we still denote by E”). 
Using the Vh, we may write 
(3.42) 
Using the polymer expansion formalism, we express (3.42) as an exponential (compare 
(2.55) and (2.50)), that is, we write 
(3.43) 
where ‘I’-,,” is the set of polymers in A-a,n whose supports intersect level n, and 
the supremum norms of the functions c(u) in the relevant polyannuli satisfy (2.36) with 
c$ = x/5. 
The sum over f’; in (3.39) almost gives 0,: we are only missing those y’s which 
intersect T’x. (We use here ideas similar to those applied in the proof of Lemma 2.4, 
see in particular (2.63), namely we apply the polymer formalism to take the logarithm 
of the sum over all I’i(r~) for fixed Ps.) Similarly, in the sum over r:, we may take 
those y” E r; such that 7” n r, # 8 as a common factor (call from now on the set 
of these y7”s I?%), and we have to compensate those polymers whose supports intersect 
the supports of these 7”‘s. Finally, using the notation V” from (3.41) we find the desired 
expression for I&, = (L:&$)I,: 
(3.44) 
We still have $0 = 0, which was to be expected since we are restricting L, to the subspace 
complementary to the one-dimensional subspace spanned by the constant function. 
l.B) First note that (LgR&) IJ contains only polymers which are vertical lines from 
X to Y, where X I Y. Moreover G(V) = 0 for all ‘u, and V(y)(h) = 0 for all y 
in the expansion for (L~&+)I~. Thus the difference (L:&$)I~ - (L,“R&)lr is like 
$Y = (L:Qb)Yt except that there is always at least one polymer which carries at 
leasLone Z, or we-have a factor exp(- C !?(t~)) - 1, which can be bounded above by 
C Iu(v)l exp(C Iu(v)l) (see (2.61), and note, in view of the remark after (2.46), that 
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there is always at least one .? in each relevant U, so we do get a factor CC). Therefore we 
can extract a factor & (which we just call Z) and estimate the rest by bounding $,,. 
We will estimate only the first summand in (3.44). The second summand and the 
c IU(w)(-terms can be bounded similarly. We now briefly sketch the main step, which is 
to find the factors ~1~1 and e-6L~(1Vu{“l) . 
pl,-~~,(x”w) 
m order to control the 11 . llh,,l-norm. A factor 
is obtained from d;~. If IYI > 1x1 or LJ(Y U (0)) > LJ(X u (0)) 
we will be able to extract “missing small” factors from the coupling, since we can take t 
smaller than q and X larger than 6. Then we will use the results from Section 2.B which 
guarantee the convergence of the sums over polymers. All these sums will give us some 
extra factors, which we can kill by taking a large enough iterate 7jjo, using the bound (2.36). 
We now go into more details. Since the sum over all polymers containing a given 
point is smaller than Ct (see (2.46)) the sum over G’s in the first summand of (3.44) 
changes only slightly E1 and p in the bounds (2.36). More precisely, i is replaced by eC’F 
and /3 by eCF,#, and also the constant C in the correction term in Lemma 3.2 changes 
slightly. Similarly the sum over those y E r-x- such that 7 n A,, = GI (i.e., the “short” 
elements in r~), just replaces q by r:“irl in the weight of 4.~ and again changes only 
the constant C in Lemma 3.2. 
We are thus left with those (long) polymers y in IS with y- c X (at level 0) and 
y+ c Y (at level n) and such that UYErs y+ = Y (recall that Y is fixed and we sum 
over X). We will perform the sum over these long polymers similarly as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.9, as we explain now. Before this, we observe that we can extract a factor K” 
from each term of the first summand of (3.44), since there is always at least one long 
polymer, and because ,0 in (2.36) can be taken as close to &l as wanted if t is small enough. 
We first setup the combinatorical picture. Fix X and a set IS. Let X c X r? Y be 
the set of points of X connected by polymers y E Is which are straight vertical lines 
to the corresponding points of Y. Let y E r.y be such that it is not a vertical line. We 
associate a set of tree polymers y’ to our polymer y E I(s just like in the paragraph 
before (2.43), but imposing the requirement that the support of each such tree intersects 
X0 and “J’ rl Y, = 7 n Y,. To insure this property when there are no spacelike sets of y at 
level 0 or 71, i.e., when only the boundary of y intersects level 0 or 71, we sometimes need 
to include one extra line downwards and several extra lines upwards. (When summing 
over the stripped polymer trees. we will also have to sum over all extra vertical lines.) 
For each polymer tree y’ we choose one point from 7’ n X0 and one point from 7’ n Y,. 
These points together with the straight vertical lines determine sets Y’ c Y and X’ c X 
with IX’1 = IY’I. (The point selected in Y,, will play the part of the “fixed point” used in 
the stripping procedure from Section 2; the point in 2, or more precisely the set X’. will 
be used to control the decay coming from the bounds on the Laurent coefficients of 4-y.) 
Now that the combinatorical tools are defined, the second point is to observe that, since 
d = 1, for any finite sets W c Z c Z, we have IT( 2 ITmin( for each tree 7(Z) 
over Z (see (2.35) for definitions). Therefore, when IV c Z, 
if 86 5 X (In the corresponding bounds for g(zt)‘s, which we mentioned in the first 
paragraph of part l.B, we would need 10s < X.) 
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The third step decomposes into two substeps which mirror the fact that the bounds on 
the supremum norms (in the “large” (1 - a)*‘-polyannuli) of the summed terms consist 
of two factors. The first factor comes from the bound on the supremum norm of 4 (whose 
topological tensor product decomposition is furnished by its Laurent series), restricted to 
“small” polyannuli of polyradius (1 - a’)*’ (this bounds crucially relies on Lemma 3.2). 
The second factor originates from the bounds (2.36) on the relevant (analyticity improving) 
operators, from 3-1(D(a’),-) to fi(D(d!),+). 
We perform now the first substep, taking into account the contribution from /1b116,11 < co. 
By Lemma 3.2 the sum of II$sIIti(D(~,)),~ over all X > X’, for a fixed X’, is bounded 
above by 
(3.46) 
Up to multiplying 2 by a constant in (2.36), we may extract a factor $‘;I from the 
bound (2.36) satisked by the function associated to each tree polymer 7’. Since, by 
construction Y = X U (U,J +y;), and since the space projection of each polymer tree y’ 
connects all the points of 7: to each other and to the set X’, we get from the inequality 
~~=, LJ(Wr) 2 LJ(W) (which holds for any W c UF=:=,W; such that WI, . . . , IV, c Z 
form a connected set with respect to intersection), combined with (3.45), that we can 
extract a factor 
(3.47) e--h~JwJI)rll~‘l 
from the bound for each term of the sum over long polymers in r~. (We took W = Y U { O}, 
the integer Ic - 1 to be the number of different spacelike sets 2 in all the y’ appearing for a 
given X’, setting Wi, for i = 1, . . . k - 1, to be these sets 2, and finally IV, = X’ U {O}.) 
Using a fixed X’ has given us the connectedness we needed above, and by (3.46) the 
sum over all X containing X’ produced by this procedure costs us a factor (recall that 
IX’1 = IY’I L lYl, 
where c > C (we use here that IYI # 0). 
Moving now to the second substep, we consider the sum over all possible Y’ for our 
fixed set Y. From the lines connecting X’ to Y’ we can extract a factor (CE?)I”‘I for some 
,G < 1 and no I 7~, and then there are at least IYI - IY’l E’S, which give (K’~,“o)I”I-I~“I. 
Thus we find for the contribution of Y’ to the sum over X a factor 
(3.49) (cp)l~‘l$‘I-~ 
where j = [Y’l. Therefore the sum over all choices of Y’ = Y’(Y) of the bound (3.49) 
is not larger than 
(3.50) 
which, when combined with the cost factor (3.48), produces a bound (CPP)I”lec~lyI. 
Taking a large enough iterate no, we may kill the ecqlyI, and even extract a factor (Z~)l’l 
for some ~1 < k < 1. 
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The fourth and final step consists in summing over trees, just like in the proof of (2.46), 
where each tree has a fixed point which belongs to Y, and we sum over all choices of X’ 
(the sum over X for a given X’ has already been taken into account). 
Collecting the above estimates, we obtain: 
To translate this bound for the supremum of functions L: R,+ on polyannuli into a bound 
for their Laurent coefficients, we use the Cauchy formula, obtaining for any multi-index 
k with supp(L) c A, 
(3.52) 
where Iz] = T means ri = l/(1 - o) if ki > 0, and ri = 1 - cy if Ici < 0, for Ici = 0 we set 
7’~ = 1. Using (3.10) in the second inequality, and taking no large enough and replacing 
CE by E” in the third inequality, we find 
(3.53) 
l&(f) - &@)I 2 E”““ll~ll6,~(1 - Qlp t: (k”“) IZle-bL~(Zu{0H771ZI 
Z>supp(k) 
< ~ql$lla ?Jl - 4yK. - *no /suPP(lc)l~-hL~~suPP(lc)U{O}~~7/suPP(~)l~C~(lsuPP(k)l+l~ ) 
< i~~e-OL3(SUpP(‘c)U{O})1)lsuPp(li)l(1 - ,#~I l/(j/l6,11 . - 
This proves (3.15) and also (3.16) since, as we indicated at the beginning of part l.B 
of this proof, the inequality (3.51) without the t” factor in the right-hand-side applies to 
II~wd+%4s,,~ 
(2) The proof of (3.17) is similar to the proof of (3.15). Expanding the exponential 
factors in the the expression for (L:R,$) 1’ in (3.44) (see [BKI, (72) and (73), p. 3941 or 
(2.62) in the proof of Lemma 2.4), we see that only those families of polymers survive 
which connect A to Z \ A’, and we can extract a factor i from the tree decay X of the 
coupling. (We can actually obtain a &in decay in the right-hand-side of (3.17), but we 
will not need this.) 
In the case n < no we need to use 2’s to kill part of the cost factor ecV(lSupp(lc)~+l) 
in (3.53). As a result, we are left with a large factor ecV1”l. 
For (3.18) we write I$ as an element of ipA ‘FI(D(iu)) for o < Q’ in order to use an 
expansion similar to (3.44). By Lemma 1.1, this gives a factor eclnl. Then we just sum 
over all families of polymers, noting that A is always connected to Z \ A’, and all the 
polymers are connected to A. 
(3) We start with the simplest case where p has a unique representation as a product 
of eigenvalues p = l-If=, pi, with pi # pj for all i # j and pi # 1 for all i = 1, . . . , e. 
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According to the discussion after (3.14) each II{,),,* : %(D((Y’)~,)) + ‘H(D(a){,)), 
for i = l,... ,! and a E A, is a bounded operator (with cx’ < a). Recall also that the 
projections III,),~ corresponding the eigenvalue 1 are just integration on the circle at {a} 
with respect to the single-site SRB-measure, that is, 
(3.54) qa},lb> = 4a)vqa)cp)~ 
For 2 c A we use the notation Qz( cp) = 1~ (hi cp). 
The following decomposition formula for the spectral projection is easily obtained: 
(3.55) II b = c  QA\Y cs AY,~ , k-c.4 , Y /= E 
where A,, is defined by writing Y = {yl, . . . , ye} and setting 
(3.56) 
where the sum is over all permutations 0 of the set { 1, . . . , e}. 
Let 4 E B*(S, v). Since II(,),,” (1) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , !, we have (using the notation 
4-y from (3.33)) 
where 
(3.58) $Y = c  QA\Y @  AY,&z . 
Z>Y 
By Lemma 3.2, and using the fact that all the single-site projections II{,),,; involved are 
analyticity improving (cf. (3.51) for a similar situation), we have (the finite-site h’s in Qz 
change only the constant C in (3.5) since they are bounded) 
(3.59) IlGY IIH(~D(~).,) 5 C(PF ~~JwJ~WrllJ’I 11($116,1, ) 
where we have embedded ecq(e+l) (recall IYI = e) f rom Lemma 3.2 into C(p) (the value 
of L here depends only on p). Then proceding like in (3.52)-(3.53), we find 
(3.60) Il~A,PllS,ll I C(P) 
Although the estimate (3.60) increases going inward in the spectrum, i.e., when the 
number of factors pj giving p increases, it is nevertheless uniform in A. 
To complete the proof of the statement on the norms of the II,,, we make two remarks. 
First, the case in which the eigenvalue p is given by a product of not necessarily distinct 
single-site eigenvalues, say p = nf=, pm%, with mi 2 1 and ci mi = 1, can be easily 
treated along the lines indicated above: The only significant difference is that we do not 
sum over all permutations 0 in (3.56), but only over those which modify the product of 
the pi. Second, one has to take into account the possibility that a given p can be written 
in more than one way as a product of single-site eigenvalues pj. But then II*,/, is just 
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the sum over the corresponding terms, and since the number of different possibilities is 
bounded uniformly in A the bound (3.19) is established. 
(4) Let 0 < 6 < 1 be such that K is not the modulus of any element of C,. We write 
(1 =po,p1,.. . dp> = ~n{lzl > 6) ( recall that C is just the spectrum of L, see (1.4) and 
note that p = Z)(K) is the cardinality of Xi,),,, defined in (2.13), for any (L E Z). Writing 
N(K) for the cardinality of the sets C.+ when IAl 2 e(n) (see above (2.13)), we denote 
Tl,,, 
(3.61) c CG.>K = b-h+)} = {<= J-J&J 1 I(/ > K}, 
.j=l 
We use the following decomposition for the single-site transfer operator L 
(3.62) L” = L”R<n + & + 2 L”n,, . 
j=l 
where R<, is the spectral projection inside the disk of radius PG. For each 1 5 j 5 p and 
any & > lpjl there is a constant C = C(j, &) such that for each 7~ > 1 the norm of the 
operator Lnllp3 : IFI(D(a’)) -+ K@(a)) satisfies 
(3.63) IIL”rIpl 11 2 cq . 
The following decomposition is now straightforward 
(3.64) 
where Tyo = %EY~L&, and SIT, = @‘yEY,L&,, . Thus, we find 
(3.65) 
with BY(K,~) : %(D(a’)y) + X(D(cr)~~) defined for Y c A and n, 2 1 by 
(3.66) 
By(K,n) = c T;’ @ SGi @ . . .@ S; + I’ c SFL @I.. . @ s;;, . lb,‘., ..,‘u ‘I....,‘; 
1.=u* ,=oY~.Yzfl~;=O \ =up )~,Y;.~~,“‘s=O 
,‘0#0 l-y=, ,;‘;‘<h 
Therefore, fixing &, > R > 6, there is C > 0 such that for all n > 1, 
where C = C(K,&,. . . ,/l,). 
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If we set M = M(rc) 2 1 to be the smallest integer such that ,??‘I < K and bj,” < lc~ 
for all j = 1,. . . ,p, then for any n 2 1 
(3.68) 
so that 
From (3.69) we see that if IYJ > iW there is nz(k) 2 1 so that for any n 2 r12 
(3.70) 
for some &1 < k < 1. 
By (3.66) there is nr(k) > n2 and a constant C = C(M), such that for each IYI < M 
and all 7~ 2 nr, the norm of &(K., n) is bounded by (26” 5 kn. 
The estimate IIG~,,Ro,A,<,II~,~ _ < 2 in Lemma 3.3 (4) now follows from the above 
bounds on the norm of the &(K, n,), as in the proof of statement (3) already given. (The 
factor kTa2 in (3.70) is helpful to get rid of the factor exp( Isupp(k) I + 1) implicit in (3.59) 
when using (3.53) for IYI > M.) 0 
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